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Abstract 

 

Geomorphic and anthropogenic influences on hydrologic connectivity along 
the lower Mississippi River 

 

Moulay Mohamed Anwar Adounia Sounny-Slitine, M.A. 

 The University of Texas at Austin, 2012 

 

Supervisor:  Edgardo M. Latrubesse 

 

This thesis examines geomorphic and anthropogenic factors in natural levee construction 

and presents a new digital elevation model extraction method for delineating natural levees.  The 

method is applied to the lower Mississippi River to interpolate the elevation profile of the 

western natural levee.  The resulting levee profile uncovers the complex nature of the bankfull 

stage level, which varies spatially along the length of the river in elevation.  This profile is 

compared to human modifications of the river to show the morphology of the natural levee.  

While the levee may initially develop at a quick rate, the acceleration of growth slows over time 

due to lower stage-duration intervals.  This leads to depressed levee systems and lower bankfull 

stage levels at sections of the river.  These stages are used to model longitudinal hydrological 

connectivity between the river’s main channel and the adjacent floodplain. High magnitudes of 

connectivity of 87% inundation occur with a 10% probability.  These inundation models 

highlight the increased interaction that takes place between the river and its floodplain.   It can be 
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concluded that the modifications of the river’s channel in the form of cut-offs and revetments led 

to immature natural levees embanking the river, which are more prone to overbank processes and 

increase the frequency of inundation of the floodplain. This finding has significance to riparian 

conservation, planning, and engineering design, highlighting the lingering impacts of river 

engineering projects through increased hydrological connectivity. 

 

Keywords: Natural Levee, Hydrological Connectivity, Riparian Zone, Inundation, Flood Stage, 

Lower Mississippi River, Overbank processes, LiDAR, Elevation Modeling, Hydrological 

Modeling, GIS  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Society perceives rivers and their floodplains as two separate parts of a fluvial system.  

This perception is apparent in the land utilization, with rivers functioning as a means for 

transportation of goods, production of power, and water resources, compared to the floodplain, 

which is used for the development of urban areas and agriculture.  This dichotomy has informed 

the ways in which people manage and modify the floodplain. The objective of traditional 

floodplain management is to keep the floodplain dry and confine the river within its banks.  This 

objective has led to many engineering solutions such as artificial levees, revetments, and cut-

offs. Artificial levees are embankment designed to prevent the flooding and are often setback 

from the river creating a riparian zone between the natural and artificial levees. Revetments are 

structural elements added to the banks of rivers to prevent erosion of levees. Cut-offs are 

deliberate breaches of a river in order to form a new channel that cuts off meander bends in order 

to shorten the course.  The main objectives of this management approach are to contain the river 

within its channel, prevent inundation, and increase the utilization of shipping in major rivers.  

An alternative approach is integrated floodplain management, which defines the river and its 

floodplain as an integrated system, where the river does not stop at its banks but continues into 

the floodplain or a riparian zone (e.g., EC, 2000; WMO, 2004; NRC, 2005; EC, 2007). This zone 

is an area that belongs to the bank of the river and is regularly influenced by water.   This 

management approach is colloquially known as ‘room for the river’ or providing land area 

through land use control for geomorphic processes to take place in a semi-controlled fashion.   
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In order to apply integrative approaches to floodplain management, it is necessary to 

better understand natural levee formation and the resulting impact on hydrological connectivity. 

Natural levees develop over time from suspended sediment iteratively depositing on areas of 

land adjacent to the river channel.  These deposits lead to formation of a natural embankment 

and control the natural limit for the river’s stage level. Stage levels with higher elevation than the 

natural levee will result in overbank processes.  These overbank processes provide hydrological 

connectivity or the transfer of water between river channels and their floodplains (Ward et al., 

1999).  This connectivity is a major driving force in geomorphology and floodplain ecology 

(Junk et al., 1989).  Hydrological connectivity is apparent during high magnitude and low 

frequency stages (Phillips, 2011) but can also exist during low magnitude and high frequency 

stages. While high magnitude events can have devastating impacts for the floodplain, causing 

major changes in geomorphology and ecology, the low magnitude events can be beneficial, 

delivering fresh water and sediment into the floodplain. Understanding this relationship is critical 

for integrative floodplain management plans.  

Current floodplain management focuses on risk of natural hazards, but in order to 

develop integrative approaches there must be recognition that human interactions with fluvial 

systems have broader impacts than the management of risks.  Integrative plans should manage 

ecosystems, geomorphic processes, and land use alongside the primary objective of mitigating 

risks.  The objective of this study is to evaluate how river engineering has impacted the 

formation of natural levees and thus influenced the hydrological connectivity between the lower 

Mississippi River and its embanked floodplain. The lower Mississippi River is a system that is 

heavily modified by human activities through river engineering. Through the use of high-
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resolution digital elevation models low and high magnitude flow events are modeled with respect 

to the bankfull elevation dictated by natural levees. There are a series of questions that are 

answered through this investigation. 1) First, where is and what is the elevation of the natural 

levee? 2) What areas of land does an overbank process effect? 3) What is the percentage of time 

that an area within the floodplain is has interactions between itself and the channel? 4) How have 

man-made modifications to the Mississippi River changed these interactions?  5) Finally, what 

are the human impacts to the geomorphology of natural levees?  Through this investigation it is 

shown that human modifications of rivers have unattended consequences to the riparian zone 

through hydrological connectivity. 
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Chapter 2: Physical Setting 

The lower Mississippi River is a classic example of a meandering alluvial river (Kessel et 

al., 1992), which heavily regulated through human modifications (Hudson & Kessel, 2000).  It 

represents an excellent opportunity to study the lateral connections a river channel has with the 

surrounding floodplain during low magnitude, flooding which occurs during near flood stage.  

The river is heavily modified by river engineering and is one of the most managed rivers in the 

world. The study area is the embanked floodplain along the western side of the Mississippi River 

from 610 to 400 km upstream from the Gulf of Mexico (official United States Army Corp of 

Engineers (USACE) channel distance reference converted from miles to kilometers). The eastern 

side of the river along this reach is not embanked, as the river is adjacent the valley wall. The 

river gages which are within the boundaries of the study area are: Mississippi River at Natchez, 

MS (ID# 15155), Mississippi River at Red River Landing, LA (ID# 01120), and Mississippi 

River near Knox Landing, LA (ID# 01080).  Figure 1 shows the location of the gaging stations 

and includes the Mississippi River at Baton Rouge gaging station (ID# 01160).  The red 

highlighted area represents the western embanked floodplain between the natural and artificial 

levees, covering 429.5 km2 and varying in width from 0.36 km to 18.4 km.  The eastern portion 

of the river is not included in the study area because the river is against the valley wall and is not 

embanked along this section of the alluvial valley. 
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Figure 1 - Study Area 

The studies reach includes the lowermost alluvial valley and extends into the deltaic plain 

encompassing the Old River Control Structure, which diverts roughly 30% of the Mississippi 

River’s Discharge into the Atchafalaya River distributary.  Figure 2 depicts the study area in 

comparison to the alluvial valley and deltaic plain. 
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Figure 2 – The study area spanning over the Alluvial Valley and the Deltaic Plain (map adapted from Hudson and Kessel, 

2000; Kessel, 2003; Saucier, 1994) 
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The present morphology of the lower Mississippi River is a result of natural processes 

modified by engineering projects associated with the Mississippi River and Tributaries (MR&T) 

project.  The channel improvement features include meander cut-offs, levees, diversion 

structures, bank stabilization, and river training dikes, which have been implemented to provide 

flood control, stabilize the channel, and provide sufficient low water depth for navigation.  Much 

of the legislation for the MR&T project, and the initiation of the construction program, can be 

related to the catastrophic flood of 1927.  Following the flood and particularly between 1933 and 

1942, a series of meander cut-offs were executed to shorten the river’s length by nearly 30% 

between Memphis, TN, and Red River Landing, LA from 885 km in 1929, to 611 km in 1942 

(Biedenharn et al., 2000).  While modifications to maintain flood control and navigation on the 

river were introduced as early as the 18th century in limited capacity, most of the major projects 

began after the 1920s (Kesel, 1988).  Glasscock and Gilles, two of these major cut-off projects 

from the1930s, are in the study area.   Table 1 catalogs the cut-offs introduced in the study area 

along with the USACE official river mile location, its conversion to km, and year of 

construction. Following the table is Figure 3, which maps the location of these cut-offs. 

Table 1 - List of all known cut-offs in the study area.  

USACE River Miles  Converted to km  Cut‐off Name  Year 

377‐375  608‐604  Water Proof  1884 

368‐365  592‐587  Gilles  1933 

345‐341  555‐549  Glasscock  1933 

325‐322  523‐518  Homochitto   1776 

305‐303  491‐488  Shreves  1831 

301‐298  484‐480  Raccourci  1849 

260‐255  418‐410  Fausse River  1722 
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Figure 3 - Map of the location of Cut-offs in the study area. 
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The study area includes multiple artificial oxbow lakes resulting from the cut-offs 

(Ferguson, 1940; Hudson et al., 2008; Winkley, 1977).   Encompassing these lakes are 

artificially embanked floodplains. These artificial levees create three open regions that are 

impacted through overbank processes.  These three areas will be referred to by the name of the 

cut-off which created them: Gilles, Glasscock, and Raccourci (See Figure 4 for a map of these 

areas). It is well established that since the cut-off period the lower Mississippi River has been in 

a state of continuous morphological response (Biedenharn et al., 2000). This response has a 

major impact on the floodplain architecture in these open areas and the morphology of the 

natural levees embanking the river.  

The Old River Control Structure completed in 1964 and expanded in 1990 is a man made 

structural system that prevents the Mississippi from diverging its course into the Atchafalaya 

River basin.   The structure limits the flow of water to the Atchafalaya River to 30% from the 

Mississippi.  Without the control structure, the avulsion process would have diverted all the 

Mississippi’s flow into the Atchafalaya.  This artificially sustained flow into the Mississippi 

River south of the structure.  Figure 4 depicts the location of the Old River Control Structure in 

comparison to the embanked floodplains created by cut-offs and artificial levees. 
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Figure 4 - Floodplains created by cut-offs, artificial levees, and Old River Control  
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Chapter 3: Background 

Hydrological connectivity is the passage of water from the river channel to the 

floodplain, which generates some catchment runoff response (Bracken & Croke, 2007). 

Floodplains are dynamic mosaics patches of surface areas that differ from each other (Thoms et 

al., 2005), so modeling the resulting flows of connectivity is complex and varies for different 

magnitudes of flow.  The runoff response most commonly occurs due to overbank processes, in 

which water breaches a natural embankment. Runoff responses can vary from pooling to flows 

through channels depending on the physical characteristics of the floodplain such as area for 

inundation and topography.  Modeling the resulting inundations from events with a stage level 

much higher then the surrounding topographic relief can take a cross sectional approach.  As 

opposed to high magnitude flows, lower magnitude flows result in less volume of water 

inundating, creating complex surface runoff response in the floodplain.  

Extreme floods in large river systems like the lower Mississippi are associated with high 

discharge events resulting in large inundations.  Hydrologic connectivity during these high 

magnitude and infrequent events are rather self-evident with large areas of land being inundated 

(Phillips, 2011). On the other hand the geomorphic effects of lower magnitude and frequent 

events and their role in the floodplain may act as an ecosystem force on the floodplain (Tockner 

et al., 2000; Pringle 2003; Robertson et al., 2008).  During low discharge events most 

overbanking flows in well-defined channels with less obvious inundations.  Regulated rivers 

have their flow regimes altered reducing the magnitude, frequency, and duration of connectivity.  
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In this context connectivity associated with these smaller events are important and dominate the 

hydrological connectivity regimes. 

Low magnitude and high frequency discharge events are not planned for in river 

engineering due to their categorization as sub-bankfull discharge.  Here the bankfull is defined as 

the flow duration that results in a stage level equal to the elevation of the natural levees as 

defined by gaging stations. Gaging stations are static places along the rivers, which are used to 

record hydrometric measurements of stage and flow. These intermittent locations are 

extrapolated in order to define bankfull stage throughout the system.  To do this, a linear 

interpolation is taken between gaging stations, a common approach in hydrology; however, this 

logic is flawed due to bankfull stage level varying throughout the course of a river.  The 

definition of bankfull should be unique and defined for any given cross section of the river. 

In the case studied here this connectivity results from the overbanking of natural levee features 

surrounding rivers.  Natural levee features are defined as any physical feature that constrains the 

rivers flow to within its banks, including point bars and topographic regions higher than the 

channel.  Connectivity can also exist from rises in water table normally associated with seepage, 

but this is not examined thoroughly here.  The flood stage is the point where the natural levee is 

breached resulting in overbank flows into the floodplain. The flood stage is a critical factor to 

understanding the overbank processes, as small changes in flood stage elevations for near 

bankfull flows can have a large impact on the overbank process (Hupp et al., 2008).  

Linking the river-floodplain system creates two problems in hydrology, which originate 

from classifying rivers as open systems with discharging characteristics and characterizing lakes, 

ponds, and wetlands as closed systems with accumulating characteristics (Junk et al., 1989).  
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However when looking at the systems as interconnected the river must be seen as supplying the 

small lakes, ponds, and wetlands in the floodplains with water.  One issue comes from modeling 

bank-full flow, which is usually represented only at gaging stations.  Due to incomplete 

surveying of the river system, bank-full levee heights are unknown, and rely on interpolation.  

This bankfull height is not linearly related to longitude distance of the river, and sections of the 

levee can be depressed resulting in overbank processes during low magnitude flows.  These 

processes supply the floodplain with water connecting the rivers to the floodplain frequently.  

Levees form from numerous flood deposits that create a sinuous ridge of coarse suspended 

sediment embanking river channels (Hudson, 2005; Ferdous, 2009).  The land formations result 

in a locally high component of floodplain topography. When a levee has a low elevation, it is 

prone to overbanking processes at a higher frequency.  This high frequency of deposition results 

in quick formation of the levee features, but as the height of the levee increases, the frequency of 

flood depositions decreases. This results in a maximum potential of the levee’s height.  In this 

case, only low frequency and high magnitude flooding events have sufficient stage to overtop the 

levee.  Levees’ heights are critical in hydrological connectivity, where depressed levees will 

allow for more frequent overbank processes and inundation of the local floodplain.  
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Chapter 4: Data 

A geographic approach is used to understanding the physical phenomena of natural levee 

formation and hydrological connectivity in the lower Mississippi River. The geographic 

approach integrates a wealth of information for spatial analysis and interpretation of the 

landscape.  By having data and information on many different aspects of a natural phenomenon, 

a better understanding can be derived of the mechanisms and impacts of physical processes.  

Because of the importance of information, this chapter outlines the datasets utilized for this 

research.  All data was georeferenced and imported into a Geographic Information System (GIS). 

The platform of GIS was used to create derived data products for analysis.  The sub headings of 

this chapter are ordered by the data’s importance to the project.  

LIDAR DERIVED DIGITAL ELEVATION MODELS 

This project uses high resolution Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) to model the 

hydrological connectivity between the lower Mississippi river and its floodplain for both small 

and large flood events.  In order to study low magnitude flow events, high resolution DEMs with 

high accuracy are needed.  On large flow events traditional 30 meter and 10 meter DEMs derived 

from United States Geological Survey (USGS) hypsographic contours are sufficient because the 

vertical and horizontal resolution will still model these large events (Priestnall et al., 2000). 

However when looking at small differences in stage level, models require a small vertical and 

horizontal resolution.  Additionally, high resolution DEM data is necessary in models where 

terrain is complex with modest topographic relief (Benke et al., 2000). Till the recent 

popularization of airborne Light Ranging and Detection (LIDAR), this vertical or horizontal 
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resolution was not possible without ground surveying.   For floodplain mapping and modeling, 

LiDAR offers the chance to represent the ground surface at finer resolutions and model the 

extent of flood inundation more precisely (Marks and Bates, 2000). 

The primary dataset used during analysis was 3.63-meter digital elevation model (DEM) 

derived from airborne LiDAR flown in 1999 by the USGS.  This data was obtained from 

Louisiana State University (LSU) Atlas GIS data servers in Quarter-Quarter Quadrangle USGS 

DEM file format.  Then it was mosaicked in in a single dataset that covered the study area.  The 

dataset was created through the rasterisation of edited LiDAR point files that were filtered to 

create a bare earth model.  The DEM represents the terrain without man-made structures or 

natural vegetation. Refer to Chapter 5 for a detailed analysis of the accuracy of this dataset. 

LIDAR POINT CLOUD XYZ DATA 

LiDAR raw data comes in the LAS format and is often referred to as ‘point data’ or 

‘point cloud’.  The LAS file format is a public binary file format that is developed by the 

American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ASPRS), details on the format can 

be found at http://www.asprs.org/a/society/committees/lidar/ (Sumerling, 2011).  The LAS file is 

similar to the text file format in that it simply contains lists of 3-d X, Y, and Z coordinates of 

discreet returns from laser pulses collected.  The LAS format also contains attribute information 

of the individual pulse, most commonly the intensity of the reading.  This additional information 

allows for the filtering of LAS data into categories known as returns and aids in the 

characterization of the object type the laser is reflected from.  Returns are segmented by order 

from first to last.  First returns include features above the ground surface, such as buildings, 
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bridges, and tree canopies. Intermediate returns normally contain vegetation information and 

other objects that are partially penetrable by the laser pulses. Final returns are the first 

approximation of the bare ground surface.   

 

Figure 5 – Multiple returns from the laser pulse, typically 3 -5 returns are possible with the last return being the terrain 

information (Image: Karen Schuckman) 

While the individual pulses are highly accurate on the range of 15-30 cm root mean 

square error (RMSE) (Cunningham et al., 2004), creating a bare earth model introduces error 

into the terrain modeling.  Determining what is an above ground object and what is the ground is 

an automated task with many assumptions built-in.  This can result in false positives of points 

being categorized as bare earth.  According to the Quality Assessment and Quality Control 

(QAQC) report associated with the LiDAR collection, this false positive rate is low (Edelman, 

2003).  Additionally filtering of the data leads to intermediate coverage of points, which can 

introduce errors into elevation modeling because of interpolation. 
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The LiDAR data used in this project was obtained from LSU Atlas GIS data servers in 

Quarter-Quarter Quadrangle LAS file format.  The points were store in X, Y, Z values, with the 

X, Y coordinate in UTM Zone North meters with a datum of the North American Datum (NAD) 

1983.  The Z value was in survey feet in the North American Vertical Datum (NAVD) of 1988.  

The data set included the last return value filter to create a bare earth representation.  This 

representation consisted of approximately 70% of the original data collected.  This dataset was 

the LiDAR data used in the creation of the DEM for the project.  

STREAM FLOW DATA 

Hydrographs were compiled by taking stream flow data of the daily discharge for an 

interval spanning from 1987 to 2010.  Four of the sites had discharge records spanning the time 

period and were compiled into a database.   These sites are gaging stations that are maintained by 

the USGS and United State Army Corps of Engineers (USACE).  These stations were 

Mississippi River At Natchez, MS (ID# 15155), Mississippi River At Red River Landing, LA 

(ID# 01120), Mississippi River Near Knox Landing, LA (ID# 01080), and Mississippi River At 

Baton Rouge, LA (ID# 01160).   USACE provides current and historic water level information 

for rivers and lakes in the central US on the website http://www.rivergages.com/.  This stage 

level information is given with a reference of gage zero, in a unit of feet.  The data is converted 

into the metric system and referenced to a universal zero based on the NAVD 1988.  This allows 

for inter-gage comparisons throughout the study reach.  Figure 6 shows the gage box at the most 

upstream gage in the study area, Mississippi River at Natchez, MS. 
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Figure 6 – Mississippi River at Natchez, MS gage box, which measure and transmits stage levels of the river (Source: 

USACE).  

ELEVATION BENCHMARKS 

Elevation survey benchmarks were compiled for the region.  A benchmark is a point 

where the position is known to a high degree of accuracy.  In the United States, the USGS 

established thousands of benchmarks to aid in surveying.  These benchmarks are cataloged and 

numbered by the USGS.  They are composed of benchmarks with known elevation at various 

degrees of certainty.  The National Geodetic Survey (NGS) maintains a record of these 

benchmarks.  The NGS dataset contains a listing of geodetic control stations with a precise 
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Latitude/Longitude used for horizontal control or a precise Orthometric Height used for vertical 

control.  Figure 7 shows an example of a benchmark found in East Baton Rouge County, LA.  

 

Figure 7 – Benchmark located in East Baton Rouge County, LA, N 30° 26.583 W 091° 10.917 

NATIONAL ELEVATION DATASET (NED) 

For comparison to traditional DEMs used in hydrological modeling, DEMs where 

compiled for the site from the National Elevation Dataset (NED), which has a spatial resolution 

of 30-meters and is maintained from the USGS.  The NED is the original DEM that is created 

from the interpolation of the hypsographic contour lines in the 24,000 series of the USGS 

topographic maps.  These DEMs were the standard dataset for hydrological modeling, and are 

currently used for elevation modeling, as they are often the only available data for much of the 

US.  For this research the NED is not used for hydrological modeling because of the coarse 

resolution.  Figure 8 shows a comparison of the 30-meter NED DEM to the LiDAR derived 

DEM used in this research.  With the 30-meter DEM much of the landform features are 

generalized and represented as smooth.  
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Figure 8 - Comparisons of 30 meter NED DEM to 3.6 meter LiDAR DEM 

COLLECTED GPS DATA 

Global Positioning System (GPS) data was collected through fieldwork that spanned 

from May 20th to June 3rd, 2012.  During this time period, data was collected by three devices, 

including the Trimble GeoExplorer® 2005 GeoXM, Garmin eTrex Venture® HC, and Apple 

iPhone® 4 with Google Earth® Mapping application.  Figure 9 shows the GPS devices in the 

field.  
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Figure 9 - GPS units used in the field, on the left is a consumer grade handheld GPS unit, on the right is a professional 

grade dGPS unit. 

The Trimble GPS unit was utilized to collect coordinates that were later differentially 

corrected with Trimble GPS Pathfinder Office. This provided differential GPS (dGPS) 

measurements that where 1-3 meter in accuracy.  The Garmin GPS unit was Wide Area 

Augmentation System (WAAS) enabled providing 3-5 meters of accuracy.  The iPhone was used 

for general navigation purposes and to access aerial imagery of the site in the field.  While 

convenient for fieldwork, the iPhone’s Location Based Services (LBS) accuracy is much lower 

than that of traditional handheld GPS units (Zandbergen, 2009) and fails to meet many published 

accuracy specifications.  The iPhones LBS abilities were significantly reduced in rural areas, in 

which most of the fieldwork was conducted.  The iPhone did serve as a great tool for information 

services providing Internet connection to retrieve overhead aerial imagery on demand.  This 

saved in preparation time that would have required prior acquisition of aerial imagery and the 

making of printed maps or loading them on to GPS receivers.  Much care is needed when 
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utilizing cellular equipped devices in the field alongside GPS units, requiring proper distance or 

deactivation of cellar communication to prevent interference in the collection of the GPS data. 

BASEMAPS 

Various basemaps were used throughout the study to provide frame of reference and 

aerial reconnaissance.  These basemaps included aerial photography and historical topographic 

maps.  Aerial photography was obtained as Digital Orthophoto Quarter Quadrangle (DOQQ) 

from the USGS.  DOQQs are aerial photos from the orthogonal perspective that provide 

seamless coverage when overlaid with each other (Kresse and Danko, 2011).  For this project 

DOQQs were obtained and mosaicked for the study area from 1998, 2004, and 2010.    

Topographic maps were collected to provide historical context for findings. All available 

topographic maps for the USGS and the USACE were collected and georeferenced.  In total 163 

maps were compiled with date ranges from 1904 to 2012.  Historic topographic map accuracy 

was not assessed because maps were used more to give context as opposed to quantifiable 

measurements.   
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Chapter 5: Assessment of Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) Derived 

Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) 

Modern day geographic analysis has entered an era of high precision and accuracy. 

Technology advancements in remote sensing and automated data creation have opened the door 

to geospatial datasets over large areas with high resolution.  Digital terrain products like digital 

elevation models (DEMs) are among the datasets quickly changing both in methods of data 

collection and creation. The most significant advancements in DEMs has been the adoption of 

Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) as the primary way of collecting the raw survey points 

used to create the elevation models.  Airborne LiDAR has emerged as the technology of choice 

due to the published high accuracy of the product and the low data collection cost per unit area 

when compared to data collection involving intense ground surveys or extrications of elevation 

from sets of aerial photography (Barber and Shortrudge, 2004).  With the wide spread adoption 

of LiDAR derived DEMs questions remain about the overall accuracy of the model. 

WHAT IS LIDAR? 

Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) is a remote sensing technique in which lasers are 

utilized to measure range distance from the laser pulse-emitting instrument to a target.  While the 

widespread adoption of LiDAR technology began in the late 1990’s, laser ranging is not a new 

application to terrain profiling and has been in development by various governmental agencies 

since the late 1960s (Ackerman et al., 1967; Schweider, 1968).  Furthermore ranging technology 

is not new to elevation modeling either, with many elevation datasets derived from RADAR, 
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SONAR, and ASTER (Robert, 1966).  The use of lasers for terrain profiling appears in literature 

as early as 1971 (Penny, 1971), but the earliest mentions of LiDAR in the Annuals of the 

Association of American Geographers (AAG) are from 2002 with two articles, one on fluvial 

geomorphological applications and the other on feminist geo-visualizations (Chandler et al., 

2002; Kwan, 2002). LiDAR has been mostly absent from debate in the flagship journal of 

Geography.  After 2002 there were six more articles that mentioned LiDAR (Joly et al., 2009; 

Mark et al., 2010; Nellis, 2005; Rhoads, 2004; Wolman, 2004; Wu et al., 2008).  The debate on 

LiDAR and its derived products like DEMs has taken place mostly outside of the Annuals in 

Remote Sensing journals (e.g. Csanyi and Toth, 2007; Gamba and Houshmand, 2000; Hodgson 

and Bresnahan, 2004; Kraus and Pfeifer, 2001).  While the development of technology and its 

applications maybe better outside of the core of the academic field of geography, the lack of 

LiDAR in the integrative approach of geographic analysis has left many questions unanswered 

about its use.  Questions like what are the impacts of shallow water bodies in floodplains on 

hydrological modeling, what are the affects of break lines on interpolations, and how do derived 

datasets compare to reality on the ground (i.e. stream delineation, surface flow direction, 

inundations, etc). 

AIRBORNE LIDAR DATA COLLECTION 

LiDAR data is collected through the use of a laser pulse emitting device and a detector, 

which is equipped with a telescope.  The telescope is aligned with the laser pulse device, and the 

detector detects the reflected light generated from the pulse.  The laser generates a discrete pulse 

of light, which is tracked for the amount of time it takes to return from the target to the detector.  
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The individual pulse has multiple returns, which the detector measures for their intensity 

allowing for a range of values from first return to last return.  First return values are partially 

penetrable objects on the surface of the Earth like tree canopies, while last return values can be 

made up of bare earth, building tops, or other objects that are not penetrable by the light.  Water 

bodies absorb the pulse, resulting in a no return.  

Taking the travel time and dividing it by the speed of light determines distance of the 

pulses’ reflection point.  The position of the reflection point is then inferred based on the position 

of the laser pulse-emitting device.  In Airborne Laser Systems the laser device’s position is 

tracked through GPS receivers located in the aircraft and on the ground.  These systems are 

equipped with real time kinematics (RTK) in conjunction with inertial navigation. The system 

keeps track of the laser at all times, making a point in 3D space for the pulse point.  Figure 10 

shows a diagram of Airborne LiDAR system in the field.  
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Figure 10 - LiDAR system (Source: University of Cambridge) 

The final result from LiDAR mapping missions are LAS files, commonly known as point 

clouds.  The name point cloud originates from the display of the data, which shows thousands of 

points forming images that look like masses from afar, but when zoomed in on, look like points.  

The LAS files are simple comma separated value (csv) text files containing the X, Y, Z 

coordinates and the intensity value (return value) for the each individual point.  The typical 

LiDAR file contains thousands of points for small portions of the study area.  The USGS has 

created a new quadrangle format to handle these data rich clouds known as quarter-quarter 

quads, or the 7.5-minute USGS quadrangle divided into quarters twice creating 1.875-minute 

quads.  These point files are of high accuracy in the range of 15-30 cm RMSE (Cunningham et 

al., 2004).  
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FROM POINT CLOUD TO DIGITAL ELEVATION MODEL 

The raw data from LiDAR systems is a text file simply listing every point collected in 3-

dimensional space in X, Y, Z coordinates. The laser returns are recorded for all targets the laser 

happens to reflect from. In terrain elevation modeling the desired target is the ground, and it is 

necessary to filter the points for the ‘bare-earth’ returns.  Filtering removes points that originate 

from vegetation cover (i.e. canopy, bushes, shrubs, etc.), buildings, telephone poles, power lines 

(Lim et al., 2003; Means et al., 1999), and even birds  (Hodgson et al., 2003) and other airborne 

objects like planes.  Figure 11 exhibits how man-made structures as well as vegetation can 

appear in LiDAR point clouds. 

 

Figure 11 - Point cloud of Six Flags Arlington Theme Park LiDAR point cloud colorized by elevation and intensity image 

(Source: Texas Natural Resources Information System) 

The bare earth model is created through many adaptive automated methods.  This results 

in the reduction of LiDAR point data from the dataset.  Figure 12 illustrates multiple LiDAR 

returns in a forest canopy, first returns from the top of canopy, second returns from forest 
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understory, and third returns near or on the ground. The bare earth surface produced from post-

processing is also shown for reference. 

 

Figure 12 - LiDAR filtered to create Bare Earth Model (Source: ASPERS) 

DEM horizontal resolution is determined by the average spacing of the points in the point 

cloud.  When ground returns do not represent some areas, interpolation is required to estimate 

the elevation at these points.  Areas not represented by points may include water bodies where 

laser pulses would have been absorbed.  Other areas are from filtered man-made objects. This 

results in a dense, but irregular constellation of points (Barber and Shortrudge, 2004).  This post 

processing affects the final horizontal accuracy of derived DEMs by changing the density and 

distribution of the source data (Liu et al., 2007).   
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Figure 13 - On left is a LiDAR point cloud, on right is an aerial photo of same region. Black areas are part of the cloud 

with no return or where the LiDAR pulse was absorbed. 

For practical application of LiDAR terrain data in hydrological modeling one must 

convert discrete point clouds into a continuous raster surface of elevation data.  The typical 

process involves the various interpolation methods such as kriging, inverse distance weighting 

(IDW), or of a triangulated irregular network (TIN). This results in a DEM that is compatible 

with modern GIS software packages and is a proper source format for geographic analysis with 

hydrological toolsets.  Since DEMs are continuous areas with regions within which values have 

been interpolated, the result is water bodies having an interpolated value equal to the elevation 
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on the shoreline.  These values do not represent the bathymetry of the water bodies, thus can 

introduce miscalculations in hydrological modeling.  

 

Figure 14 - DEM product from the interpolation of the point data over water bodies. 

DATA SOURCES 

This project uses DEMs derived from LiDAR collected data and compares it to surveyed 

benchmarks for accuracy. The LiDAR derived DEM data was obtained from the Louisiana 

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Project title: Louisiana LiDAR Data 

Development: lower Mississippi under the United State Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) 
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Saint Louis District.  The data is available for download from ATLAS (http://atlas.lsu.edu/), a 

GIS data clearinghouse maintained by The Computer Aided Design & Geographic Information 

Systems (CADGIS) Research Laboratory at Louisiana State University (LSU).  

To assess the accuracy of the DEM utilized in the model, a catalog of the USGS 

benchmarks were compiled from information available from the National Geodetic Survey 

(NGS) Horizontal and Vertical Geodetic Control Data. NGS is a division of NOAA which 

mission is to define and mandate the national coordinate system.  The data obtained from NGS 

contains a listing of geodetic control stations with a precise Latitude/Longitude used for 

horizontal control or a precise Orthometric Height used for vertical control.  Only data that had 

elevation checks performed were used.  Of the 819 benchmarks that are located within the reach 

of the DEM, 289 had elevation checked by physical surveys on the ground and are known to 

have 5-cm accuracy at the 95% confidence level. Figure 15 shows the distribution of these 

monuments throughout the model. The available benchmark monuments had a pattern that 

followed the man-made levee system.  While a uniform distributed sample would have been 

ideal, the available elevation points give a good approximation of true error.  
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Figure 15 – NGS Surveyed USGS benchmarks having elevation check through onsite survey. 
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ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

The DEM was sampled for the points obtaining the elevation predicted by the LiDAR 

derived DEM.  Sampling was performed through interpolation toolset in ArcGIS, which took the 

points and assigned a Z value to them.  These two values were subtracted from the elevation 

value of the NGS to obtain the vertical error, using the absolute value to find the error.  The 

horizontal error of the NGS is less than 5 cm, and thus is not taken into account.  The formula 

used is as follows: 

	 	  

Appendix 2 contains the data collected from the NGS and compared with the DEM.  Table 1 

shows the descriptive statistics of the error range.  

Table 2 - LiDAR DEMs for Accuracy 

DEM Error Assessment (Meters) 

1.444 

0.117 

0.591 

1.982 

3.927 

9.905 

0.005 

Mean 

Standard Error 

Median 

Standard Deviation 

Sample Variance 

Range 

Minimum 

Maximum  9.910 

289 Count 
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As shown in the table the absolute mean was lower for the LiDAR derived DEM of 1.444 

meters. The accuracy was lower than expected.  LiDAR data itself had less than 30 cm of 

accuracy, which is more than a meter less than the DEM after interpolation and filtering was 

performed.  Most of the points were sub-meter vertical accuracy, with 187 of the 289 samples 

having less then 1 meter of error. The distribution of the error is shown in Figure 16. 

 

Figure 16 – Histogram of the difference between NGS Benchmark Elevation Data and DEM 

Error did not follow any visualize patterns.  Figure 17 shows the map of the error with the 

point size representing the amount of error in the reading.  The error changes throughout the 

map.  There are some autocorrelation of error values with benchmarks that are close to each 
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other.  This suggests that the interpolation methods used to create the DEM were predictably 

inaccurate. 

 

Figure 17 - Error in LiDAR DEM when compared with NGS benchmarks 
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The general rule is that the more accurate and the denser the sampled terrain data are, the 

more accurate the produced DEM is (Liu et al., 2007).  LiDAR terrain data offers very dense 

datasets of high accuracy, which is an improvement in precision and accuracy in LiDAR derived 

DEMs over the USGS National Elevation Dataset 30 meter DEM.  While there was 

improvement, much improvement may be from the increased resolution, as opposed to the 

increased accuracy and precision of the LiDAR sample data.  Higher resolution datasets result in 

less generalization.  While the LiDAR point files are of high accuracy on the range of 15-30 cm 

RMSE (Cunningham et al., 2004), the post processing of raw LiDAR data into raster products is 

where error is introduced into the elevation model, increasing the absolute error to an average of 

1.444 meters.   

While LiDAR technology has advance with great certainty, the creation of DEM products 

from LiDAR data is much more of an art than a science.  LiDAR derived DEMs are often 

assumed to have the general accuracy of LiDAR point clouds themselves, but this is not the case 

as shown with this analysis.  The advantage of LiDAR derived DEMs is the higher spatial 

resolutions, which allow for more detailed hydrological modeling.    
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Chapter 6: Automated Delineation of Natural Levees from Digital Elevation 

Model (DEMs) 

A fundamental problem in studying overbank processes is determining the flood stage at 

any point over large lengths of river (Hudson et al., Under Review). In order to answer questions 

on the importance of small overbanking events in floodplain management, it is necessary to 

determine the flood stage for every portion of a study area.  This chapter proposes a method for 

automatic delineation of natural levee features and applies it to the western side the lower 

Mississippi River, exhibiting the complexity that exists in the stage levels through the study area.  

This demonstrates that channel-floodplain connectivity and floodplain inundation is not 

necessarily associated with a single critical flood level but is actually a varying process.  

FLOOD STAGE 

Flood stage is directly related to the elevation of the crest of the natural levee.  

Determining the crest of the natural levee at any giving section provides a flood stage for that 

portion of the river.  Natural levees are flood sediment deposits along meandering river channels 

that slope upwards out of the river channel and back downward toward the lower-lying 

floodplain environment (Hudson, 2005).  This slope develops because of the loss of energy in the 

overbank process, which results in the depositing of the suspended load.  This portion of the 

floodplain represents the highest portion of land surface surrounding the river channel and 

embanks the flow into the channel.  In order to delineate the natural levee it is necessary to find 

the highest local point at every cross-sectional transect of the channel.  Finding this high point at 
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each cross section and connecting them maps out the levee feature.  Then taking elevation 

measurements along this feature provides a flood stage value for a section of the river.    

The limiting factor in this traditional process is the amount of work necessary to provide 

high-resolution levee delineation.  Typically the flood stage is interpolated between large 

stretches of river, providing a coarse flood stage.  For a large study area proposed in this thesis it 

is a demanding process to manually determine high elevation points along transects. Automated 

methods are promising in reducing intensive fieldwork needed in order to map the natural levee 

at high-resolution. 

GIS, LIDAR, AND THE RIVER 

A GIS based algorithm to automatically delineate the natural levee does not currently 

exist.  Furthermore until the popularization of LiDAR derived elevation modeling, DEMs did not 

provide the spatial resolution needed to determine natural levee crests.  With higher resolution 

elevation models and spatial analysis, it is possible to extract the levee feature from a DEM.  

This project utilized high resolution LiDAR derived DEMs of 3.63 meters, which is an order of 

magnitude higher spatial resolution than traditional 30-meter DEMs.   Figure 18 shows a 

conceptual diagram of the natural levee and the LiDAR transects that could be extracted.  The 

upper portion of the diagram shows the transect that results from sampling the DEM for an 

elevation profile that is perpendicular to the rivers flow.  The natural levee is the highest local 

point in the transect, and the top of this represents the bankfull discharge.  Limitations exist in 

the elevation models due to the hydrology of the landscape.  Water bodies do not reflect the 

LiDAR pulses, which return no value.  When the elevation model is formed, the elevation height 
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of the water body is often interpolated through the elevation points that exist surrounding the 

water body, creating a flat surface representing stage height.  In some DEMs the water body may 

also be ‘burnt in’, meaning that the elevation for the water body is made artificially lower in the 

model.  This is often done in surface hydrology to ensure hydrological modeling results in water 

flow into rivers (Maidment and Djokic, 2000).  Taking these short comings into account, it is 

still possible to derive the natural levee through feature extraction.  

 

 

Figure 18 - Diagram of Natural Levee 
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NATURAL LEVEE DELINEATION 

The difficulty of delineation of the natural levee is due to the sinuous ridges that form the 

levee, making automated calculations difficult to produce with only a DEM.  Due to the 

sinuosity, it is necessary to have transects perpendicular to the river channel.  While functions 

have not been built into GIS for delineating geomorphic landforms, many tools have been 

developed for hydrology and water resources through the spatial analyst extension (Maidment, 

2002). This project exploits this well-developed toolsets to delineate the highest point of the 

levee.   Through inverting the DEM by using a raster calculator and multiplying it by -1, the 

levees were transformed into ‘ditches’.  Then using model builders along with built in tools, the 

resulting ‘streams’ were delineated.  This low point in the inverted DEM represented the highest 

point, thus by using stream delineation tools, the resulting vector represented the peak of the 

levee.  Figure 19 shows a diagram of the model of inverted topography.  
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Figure 19 - Model for deriving Polyline of Natural Levee, top shows the ArcMap Tools used in hydrological context, the 

bottom show the tools being used in a geomorphic context. 

As depicted in Figure 19 each of the hydrology tools have a corresponding meaning when 

DEM is inverted.  The flow direction tool gives direction up hill when applied to an inverted 

topography.  This can be used to determine the local high point through using the flow 

accumulation tool.  The numerical value represents how many other cells the current cell flows 

into, with more cells meaning the higher the point is.  Taking this dataset and applying the 

stream to feature tools, the resulting GIS shapefile is the predicted levee. Figure 20 shows the 

natural levee in red overlaid onto an aerial photo.  The blue line represents the artificial levee. 
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Figure 20 - An aerial photo with the natural (blue) and artificial levee (red) shown. 

As apparent in the figure the artificial levee is easily seen in aerial photography, and is 

highlighted.  The natural levee is difficult to view, covered by natural vegetation.  The LiDAR 

data was used to construct a bare earth model from last return values, which eliminated the 

vegetation cover in the DEM.  This allowed for the procedure to take into account only the 

surface elevation constructing the line.  As expected, the levee is set back from the river as 

shown in the aerial photo. 

GPS measurements in the field showed that the natural levee crest elevation coincided 

with the local high. Twenty points were randomly selected on the delineated levee and measured 
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with GPS units in the field.  When localizing the points they were located on local high areas in 

all cases showing that the model did find the natural levee.  The limitation noticed in the field 

was the complexity of the terrain near the bank, which is lost in creation of the DEM.  A transect 

was taken from the river’s edge up the bank and compared later to the same transect taken with 

DEM.  Figure 21 shows the two transects.  

 

Figure 21 - Comparison of Transect taken with dGPS and one taken with LiDAR DEM 

The LiDAR derived transect has the breakline set back further from the banks edge than 

the transect taken in the field.  This is seen in the lead to the flat line in the first 20 meters in the 

transect.  After this the LiDAR had a smoother transition up the bank compared to the transect 
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made by the dGPS.  This shows a limitation of the DEM near breaklines.  Since hydrological 

modeling was done on the floodplain side of the natural levee and not the riverside, these 

limitations did not impact the inundation models.  

INTERPOLATING FLOOD STAGE 

Flood stage is determined at any location of the river by taking a transect elevation of the 

river channel and finding the natural levee’s crest.  These stage levels are known to a great deal 

of accuracy at the gaging stations in the study area.  Typically these elevations are linearly 

interpolated between gaging stations to determine the flood stage at other portions of the river.  

This method is very coarse with only two measurements representing large lengths of the river.   

With levee delineation tool, is possible to have a continuous sample of elevation at the spatial 

resolution of the DEM, in this case 3.63 meters.  A 3-D polyline was created, interpolating Z 

values from the DEM.  This line was segmented by river mile.  To dampen the variation the 

values were averaged for river miles giving the flood stage for every river mile. Figure 22 shows 

the flood stage values calculated in these two different ways, one through linear interpolation of 

bank-full height of gaging stations, and the other derived from taking the top of the natural levee 

for each river mile and averaging all values within the river mile. 
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Figure 22 - Bankfull values - Interpolated compared with LiDAR Derived 

What resulted shows a change in slope at river mile 313 consistent with both methods.  

There is a shallowing of the valley axis at this point that corresponds the transition from alluvial 

valley to deltaic plain.  This point represents a change not only in slope but also in stream power 

and a change in sediment load transport.  The local excess of load of the upper portion of the 

study area was transported as far as the channel has an increased slope. Once the original deltaic 

slope was encountered downstream of the cut-offs, the sediment was deposited resulting in new 

natural levees depositions.  Measurements of the natural levee directly after this change in slope 

show a high levee elevation, the highest throughout the study reach, which gradually increases 
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and then tapers off.  This is consistent with what is expected with natural levee formation due to 

changes in valley axis (e.g. Wolfert et al. 2002). 

The major finding is the complexity that exists in the elevation of the natural levee and 

thus the major variance in the flood stage as a function of distance along the river.  Many 

portions of the natural levee are below the flood stage interpolated from the gaging stations while 

some are above.  The portions of the levee below the interpolated flood-stage will result in 

overbank processes, while the gaging station would report sub-bankfull stage levels.  These sub-

bankfull flood events will inundate the floodplain delivering water and sediment to the 

floodplain ecosystem resulting in hydrological connectivity. 

CAUSES OF MORPHOLOGY 

A natural levee forms over time from numerous flood deposits creating the sinuous ridge 

of coarse sediment along the river channel (Hudson, 2005).  This formation happens very 

quickly, at first building up the natural feature, but slows down as time progresses.  As the levee 

builds, the flood stage increases and overbank discharge becomes less frequent, slowing the 

driving force of overbank sedimentation.  So as a levee becomes closer to being fully formed, the 

rate of sedimentation will decrease, leaving a low point in the levee, which is prone to infrequent 

overbanking and hydrological connectivity. 

Levee formation is a function of both natural and anthropogenic sources. The natural 

forces have come from sedimentation and other process associated with meandering river 

channels, like historic banks and meanders.  The anthropogenic changes include cut-offs, 

dredging, and embankment of the river.  Many anthropogenic impacts on the formation of levees 
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can be directly related to the engineering modification performed on the lower Mississippi River 

associated with the Flood Control Act of 1927.  

The theoretical height of a levee formation, if the river existed in steady state, would 

equal to the interpolated value between the gaging stations as a function of distance on the river.  

Meaning that as elevation changes, the bankfull stage level should vary at the same rate if there 

was no lateral migration of the river.  This is not the case with the lower Mississippi River due to 

it varying hydrology, recent morphology, and human modifications. This theoretical height of 

the levee serves as a benchmark, and follows the logic of the mechanism forming it through 

overbank processes.  If the river was in a stable position, as the levee forms higher in elevation, 

overbanking will be less frequent, making the delivery of sediment deposits on the levee less 

often, which slows the rate of levee construction.  At the gaging station levees are well 

developed, but in between stations, levees are still in formation either due to man-made 

modifications or river morphology spurred by recent modifications.  An example of river 

morphology would be lateral migration, where meandering river would lead to immature levee 

system.  Comparing the bankfull stage level to the levee height can identify immature levees. 

Through overlaying the derived levee’s comparison to bankfull stage on the geomorphic maps 

created by Fisk in 1944, immature levees ages can be determined as before or after 1944.  The 

following maps highlight areas in the study area and exhibit how the levee system is affected by 

the river morphology. Figure 23 provides the key to the original Fisk 1944 plats maps.  The 

critical stages are the mapped historical courses: 1944 (Transparent), 1880 (Green), 1820 (Red), 

and 1765 (Blue). Appendix 5 has maps created for the full reach of the study.  
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Figure 23 – Legend to the Oversized Map series of Geological Investigation of the Alluvial Valley of the lower Mississippi 

River (Fisk, 1944) 
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Figure 24 – Comparison of Natural Levee Elevation to Geomorphic Maps for River mile 272 - 257 

Figure 24 shows a portion of the river that was straightened out, removing meander belts. 

As shown for this portion of the river the levee is below the expected elevation value, meaning 

the river is still in recovery in 1999 and developing the levees further. 
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Figure 25 - Comparison of Natural Levee Elevation to Geomorphic Maps for River mile 288 - 270 

Figure 25 shows a portion of the river where the 1944 channel is different in places than 

the 1999.   This change is the result of meandering.  The green band shows 1880, the solid red 

band shows 1820, and the solid blue band is 1765.  The river shows a migration that is halted by 

the embankment of the artificial levee.  The blue line which represents lower than expected levee 

values coincides with portions of the river that are still meandering, thus migration of the river is 
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eroding the levee preventing it from building to full height.  The interesting aspect is the red line 

in the bottom corner where the levee has formed taller than the interpolated value.  This portion 

of the river’s levee is the same as in 1880, and because of its static position, has built a natural 

levee through prolonged sedimentation.  

 

Figure 26 - Comparison of Natural Levee Elevation to Geomorphic Maps for River mile 307-291 
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Figure 26 shows a bend of the river where the 1944 channel and 1880 shown in the green 

coincide.  Here the levee is above the interpolated flood stage showing a well-developed natural 

levee.  This well developed levee will result in lower frequency of hydrological connectivity.  

 

Figure 27 - Comparison of Natural Levee Elevation to Geomorpic Maps for River mile 371 - 359 
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Figure 27 shows Gilles cut-off removing the meandering belt.  This removal lines up well 

with expected formation of the levee, where levee is in recovery at section where the meander 

was cut from the main channel and fully formed in area that existed pre cut-off.  

The following analysis exhibits that the natural levee formation is still in recovery from 

the cut-off program, which changed the course of the Mississippi River till the 1940s.  Levees 

impacted by cut-off are still in a state of recovery and are still not forming fully to theoretical 

heights.  Additionally the constraining of the river through artificial embankments of the man-

made levee locks a section of the river in place, resulting in a meandering response in other 

portions.  This meander response erodes the natural levee, which leads to depressed levees.  

Sections of the river that have had a stable course have well formed levees, showing that human 

modifications of the river are the leading cause for levee depressions.   These depressed levees 

will lead to more frequent overbanking, thus increasing hydrological connectivity to the 

floodplain. 

Interpreting the Fisk map with present levee locations for the study reach, Figure 28 

highlights levee formations, which are classified as existing in 1944 and those newly formed 

after 1944.  Additionally the cut-offs are plotted on the chart, both historic cut-offs ranging from 

1722-1884 (Fisk, 1944) and contemporary cut-offs that were results of the USACE Cut-off 

Program (Winkley, 1977) in the 1930s.  
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Figure 28 – Levee elevation categorized by formation before of after 1944 in relation to cut-offs. 

 

River mile 364 coincides with Vidalia, Louisiana which has an artificial levee built at the 

bank of the Mississippi River explaining the high value.  In general, the natural levees that 

existed in 1944 have a higher elevation value when compared to those forming after 1944.  This 

is expected because of the prolonged time for formation.  There is also grouping of the levees 

that existed in 1944 versus the one forming afterwards.  This shows that portions of the river are 

locked in place, while other sections are meandering.  The embanked floodplain is somewhat 

wider in the upstream reaches, which were associated with a dynamic meander belt and high 

rates of lateral migration (Hudson and Kesel, 2000), and narrower downstream within the deltaic 
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plain.  Comparing levee formations between these two sections show this consistency with 

mature levees downstream of the Old River Control Structure in the deltaic plain. 
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Chapter 7: Inundation 

Hydrological connectivity between the river and its floodplain inundates the surrounding 

area and is directly related to the elevation of the natural levee and the frequency of the stage 

levels.  Stream flows resulting in stage levels equal to or greater than the elevation of the natural 

levee will result in overtopping of the levee.  Since the levee slopes downward towards the 

floodplain, overtopping this levee will result in flows through the floodplain.  Thus measure 

stage level frequencies can determine the frequency of inundations.  

INTERPOLATION OF STREAM FLOW DATA 

Gage information was taken from four gages, in which three are within the study area and 

the fourth is directly down river from the study area.   Stream flow data for the daily stage for an 

interval spanning 1987 to 2010 for the sites were compiled into a database.  Stage-duration 

curves were produced for the stations creating a cumulative distribution function of daily stream 

flow (Searcy 1959, Fennessey et al. 1990, Vogal et al. 1994, Gordon et al. 2004).  In order to 

determine the stage level at any given point along the river, a linear interpolation was performed 

between flow duration intervals.  Durations were chosen at sub bank-full flood stage levels and 

equated heights to percentages using the flow-duration curves.  Durations were chosen at 10%, 

15%, 20%, 25%, 30%, 35%, 45%, 50%, and finally the bank-full flood stage.  These values were 

then linearly interpreted between gages. Appendix 3 contains all the stage values utilized for the 

analysis.  

Comparing the stage durations to the stage profile in the study area exhibits the 

hydrological interactions that take place.  The 50% stage has little connectivity, with 
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connectivity increasing substantially over the 20% stage duration.  Figure 29 shows this in a 

graphical form. 

 

Figure 29 - Longitudinal profile of the west channel bank (natural levee) of the lower Mississippi River along the study 

reach in association with stage-duration profiles at specific stage durations. 

At the Old River Control Structure where there is a change in the valley axis, the stage-

duration of 10% is greater than the flood stage.  This area is also associated with well-developed 

levees. Except for this portion the majority of the channel bank is below the USACE flood stage. 

This analysis demonstrates that considerable amount of overbanking is occurring as frequent as 

25% of flood stage. 
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INUNDATIONS CLASSIFICATION 

Inundations were calculated through a simple raster-based modeling approach of 

reclassification of the DEMs for different stage levels.  The flood level elevation was determined 

through the linear interpolation of the river gages, and then all areas below this elevation were 

reclassified as inundated.  Reclassifying values were based on the linear interpolation of the 

gaging information and raster datasets were created for multiple duration levels.  This inundation 

classification varied stage levels based on longitude distance of river mile using the interpolated 

values for corresponding durations.  Then the stage-duration levels for each river mile section of 

the river were compiled into the final dataset covering the entire study reach.  This approach was 

taken because of the size of the study area and the variation in elevation.  By varying the stage 

level as a function of river mile, results were comparable throughout the study area. The 

resulting raster model is a Boolean true or false model, where true meant possible inundation 

through hydrological connectivity and false meant impossible inundation.  In the event of 

overlap of floodplain areas having multiple sources for overbank processes to occur, any 

depression in the levee system would have resulted in an inundated result in the model.  This 

means if a floodplain area shares a large length of the natural levee, it would be checked for the 

entire length for depressions, not just the closest area to the levee.  

Validation of the model was done through overlaying the predicted stage on to aerial 

photography from NAIP 2010.  Different floodplain regions were isolated and visually inspected.  

These regions were areas created through artificial embankment and cut-offs (refer to index map 

in Figure 4). The three areas were Gilles, Glasscock, and Raccourci.  
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Gilles cut-off is located directly above the Natchez gaging station.  The aerial 

photography obtained was for August 3, 2010.  The gaging information for this date was 

missing, but the day before and after read, 37.81 and 37.40 respectively.  A gage reading in 

between these two values would be expected to have occurred August 3, 2010. This reading 

would correspond to a 35% stage-duration.  Figure 30 depicts the inundation model on the 

floodplain. 

 

Figure 30 - NAIP Photography of Gilles cut-off floodplain on August 3, 2010 overlaid with 35% stage-duration 

inundation model. 
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As seen in the model some perched lakes are shown not to have connectivity to the river.  

These isolated water bodies in the floodplain fill through seepage in the water table or local 

runoff.  Other areas visually correspond with the model.  This validates the model and shows that 

it is a conservative estimate. 

Glasscock cut-off’s floodplain lies in between the Natchez and Knox Landing gaging 

stations. Aerial photography was obtained for August 1, 2010.  The gage reading for Knox 

Landing on August 1, 2010 was 42.36 feet, for Natchez it was 55.16 feet.  This corresponded to a 

35% stage-duration interval.  Figure 31 depicts the inundation model on the floodplain. 
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Figure 31 - NAIP Photography of Glasscock cut-off floodplain on August 1, 2010 overlaid with 35% stage-duration 

inundation model. 

 The model here underestimated the inundated lands in the southern portion of the 

floodplain.  This portion may be inundated due to surface flows that this simple model does not 

take into account.  The northern portions of the floodplain maybe inundated, and due to the 

embankment of the floodplain, the excess runoff response would flow down the valley axis 

towards the south of the floodplain.  The embankments of the artificial and the natural levee 

bottleneck leading to pooling in the abandoned meander channel.  The meander channel’s 
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bathymetric profile is not modeled in the DEM, so it is possible that the runoff response from the 

elevation gradient in the meander channel can lead to flows directing towards filling the oxbow 

lake.  

 

Figure 32 - NAIP Photography of floodplain resulting from Raccourci on August 8, 2010 overlaid with 35% stage-

duration inundation model. 

Raccourci is directly south of the Red River Landing Gaging station.  Aerial photography 

for August 8, 2010 corresponded to a gage reading of 38.0 feet.  This corresponded to a 35% 

stage-duration.  This stage model is overlaid in the Figure 32 with the aerial photo.  Here the 

oxbow lakes are shown as not inundated.  This again can be caused by the bathymetric 
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information missing for them in the DEM.  There are also a few perched lakes that exist isolated 

by topography from the channel.  

In the three validations of the model the connectivity was conservative, not inundating all 

areas shown through aerial photography.  The surface flows along with the missing bathymetric 

data explain why these areas do not appear inundated in the model.  In order to take these 

inundations into account, precipitation as well as surface flows are necessary.  This study did not 

take these processes into account. 

Figure 33 shows the resulting inundated areas from the simple raster based 

reclassification model.  These maps are shown in greater detail in Appendix 8. It can be seen that 

the inundation area decreases with lower probability of discharge.  One finding is that 87.1% of 

the land area in the floodplain is exposed to river water 10% of time, making this lateral 

connection significant for the floodplain ecosystem. 

 

Figure 33 -The resulting inundated areas from the raster based reclassification model. 
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Further investigating the difference in between the lower stretches and upper stretches of 

the river, the resulting Table 3 shows that the inundation numbers show a sharp difference at 

30% probability of discharge.  Downstream of river gage Mississippi River at Knox Landing, 

probability discharges of less than 25% have significant connection with the surrounding 

floodplain, but above this probability the connection is less.  This is due to the human 

modification of the flow regime, redirecting water from the Mississippi into the Atchafalaya at 

the Old River Control Structure.   Through the flow control, human intervention has greatly 

reduced the floodplain-river connection through reducing the mean annual discharge.  
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Table 3 - Inundation Values for sub sections of study area 

 

 

Plotting the numbers from Table 3 into Figure 34 further highlights the differences 

between the upper and lower stretches of the river.  The lower and mid stretches after the flow 

diversion and change in slope of the valley axis have a high inundation area for lower stage-

duration values (10%-30%), but drastically drop afterward for higher values.  The upper stretch 

shows a more uniform inundation, with an inundation of double and triple that of lower reaches 

for high probability discharges (30%-50%). 
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Figure 34 

This disparity in inundations can be the result from limited area of floodplain available in 

the lower reaches.  It is also a possible result of the diversion of 30% of the Mississippi’s flow 

into the Atchafalaya basin.  This diversion artificially lowers the stage in the lower reaches.  The 

lower reaches also have a shallower slope; so suspended sediment is released in this region 

leading to higher sedimentation of the levee system.  

RIPARIAN ZONES CREATED BY CUT-OFFS 

Cut-offs in combination with the constriction of artificial levees created embanked 

floodplains that are subjected to longitudinal hydrological connectivity.  The three zones are 

shown in detail and are a result of the Gilles, Glasscock, and the Raccourci cut-offs.   Overlaid 

on the maps is the result of the inundation models at stage-durations of 10%, 25%, and 50%. The 
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yellow line represents the artificial levee and the red line the natural.  Figure 35 shows these 

zones positioned within the study area. 

 

Figure 35 - Index 
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Figure 36 - Inundation models applied to Gilles Cut-off 
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Gilles cut-off is the furthest upstream in the study area and is shown in Figure 36.  The 

cut-off created in 1933 shows sediment accumulation in the northern portions.  Examining the 

overlay shows significant inundation at 10% stage-duration with small areas of land perched 

above the stage level.  At 25% the difference is not great.  There is an apparent reduction in 

hydrological connectivity at the 50% stage-duration, where connectivity is limited to the 

depression resulting in the meander cut-off.  This connectivity is underestimated because water 

bodies existed in the abandoned meander belt on the day of LiDAR surveying, and the 

bathymetry of the belt is lower then the represented elevation. This disparity between the 

northern and southern section of the floodplain is a result of the levee and the geometry of the 

river.   Figure 37 depicts the elevation at this section of the river. 
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Figure 37 – Levee elevation are compared to the theoretical bankfull at Gilles Cut-off. 

Blue sections of the elevation profile show depressions at the entrance and exit of the cut-

off.  Wedged in between them is the elevated area, which corresponds to the elevated regions of 

land encompassed by the historic meander.  The resulting sedimentation pattern suggests that the 

upper entrance of the meander belt has a greater sediment load in comparison to the lower 

regions, which prevents the influx of sediment-rich waters.  It is established that the influence of 

floodplain embankment accelerated the infilling of oxbow lakes within the embanked floodplain 

when compared to oxbows lakes outside of the embankment (Hudson et al. 2008; Gagliano and 
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Howard, 1984 ).  This analysis shows that this infilling is not uniform with higher rates in the 

upper portions then lower.  

The opposite pattern is seen in Glasscock, where the northern section of the floodplain is 

subjected to greater inundation than the southern section.  The inundation model is shown in 

Figure 38, and the levee formation is shown in Figure 39. 
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Figure 38 – Inundation models applied to Glasscock Cut-off 
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Figure 39 - Levee elevation are compared to the theoretical bankfull at Glasscock Cut-off. 

The levee formation in the southern section is lower than the interpolated value 

suggesting increase connectivity, but this is not shown to be the case.  The elevation is only 

slightly lower, having most connectivity resulting from the northern section of the levee.  At the 

10% stage probability the area has increased inundation.  
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Figure 40 - Inundation models applied to Raccourci Cut-off 
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Figure 41 - Levee elevation are compared to the theoretical bankfull at Raccourci Cut-off. 

Raccourci cut-off shown in Figure 40 for inundation model and Figure 41 for levee 

elevation shows great disparity between the 10% probability and the higher of 50%.  At 50% of 

the time very little inundation occurs. This is consistent with being directly below stream of the 

Old River Control Structure, which is artificially controlling the stage levels.  This made the area 

more prone only to large magnitude flood events. 
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Chapter 8: Discussion and Conclusion 

This thesis introduced an analytical procedure developed to do feature extraction of 

natural levees through inverted topography.  The procedure is designed from the physical 

characteristics of a natural levee, DEMs, and GIS spatial analysis tools.  The results showed that 

the natural levee has a great variation that is a function of natural formation, human 

modifications, and historic floodplain architecture.  This finding questions the common practice 

of interpolation between gaging stations to determine the bankfull flood stage.  Bankfull flood 

stage is a unique value for each channel profile.  In large meandering rivers where channels have 

varied, the bankfull stage level can be low with high stage-duration of overbanking processes.  

Human modification of many levee features leads to heights below the theoretical height of 

maturity, showing that they are still in formation and are sources of overbanking processes while 

the sedimentation builds them.  There was also evidence that man-made disturbances to the river 

lead to different levee formation heights, as seen with levee height being higher directly below 

stream cut-offs, at the section of the river where the channel slope shallowed to natural gradient.  

These sections of the river were still in a state of levee formation in 1999, over 60 years after 

human induced disturbance. 

As a consequence of elevation modeling, the error of LiDAR derived DEMs created for 

the lower Mississippi River floodplain were analyzed.  When compared to the USGS 

Benchmarks, the LiDAR derived DEMs showed to have higher accuracy and precision then the 

USGS DEMs derived from topographic map series.  The LiDAR derived DEMs had error 

introduced because of interpolation methods, which interpolated over large areas of no data. The 
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filter of points to create bare earth models reduced the number of points, introducing blank spots, 

which were filled through interpolation.  This leads to conservative estimates of inundated land, 

because portions of the floodplain contained standing water on the day of aerial survey.  

The most significant finding of this study is that natural levees elevation varies with 

respect to longitudinal distance of the course of a river.  This variation is complex, and this 

complexity leads to variation in flood stage or bankfull flow.  Bankfull flow at one section of the 

river is not necessarily close in value to different portions of the river.  This means that at one 

part of the river, near bankfull stage is above flood stage at another portion of the river.  

Therefore some sections of the river may have hydrological connectivity between the river’s 

channel and floodplain while monitoring gaging stations show that there is no overbank process-

taking place.  When comparing the derived levee elevations to frequency of flood stages, this 

hydrological connectivity is shown to happen often.  This finding is concurrent with a number of 

inundation studies which have noted that hydrologic connectivity occurs at river stages below 

flood stage (e.g., Tockner et al., 2000; Phillips, 2011, Hudson et al., 2012).  

The river channel plays a role in its floodplain, especially portions of the flood plain 

which are in close proximity to the river channel.   Eighty-seven percent of the floodplain in the 

study area had hydrological connectivity with a flood stage probability of 10%.  This is a high 

frequency of interactions showing that the floodplain between the artificial and man-made levee 

has a high level of lateral connections.  This demonstrates that the lateral connection between the 

floodplain exist during non-flooding periods. This is significant because it shows water bodies 

that exist in the floodplain collect water that is inundated from the river channel, reveling that the 
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river channel is more than a place to drain and discharge the basin, it also provides nutrients, 

sediments, and water to the floodplain.   

There was a sharp difference in inundations downstream from the Old River Control 

structures.  Downstream from them the inundations are much lower at higher flood events. 

Although the bank-full values are lower when derived from LiDAR than when interpolated.  

These lower values should result in higher than expected inundation, but instead it was lower, 

showing that the discharge levels are kept artificially low due to the routing of water into the 

Atchafalaya.  Further studies should compare the resulting ecosystems in the flood plain up and 

downstream.  It is expected that the upper stream floodplain (Gilles and Glasscock) will have a 

different ecology than downstream (Raccourci) because of the higher amounts of inundations 

because of the increased connectivity (Pringel 2003).  Also the rate of sedimentation upstream 

should be higher than the rate downstream. 

Low magnitude flood events play a larger role than expected in providing hydrological 

connectivity. This finding demonstrates the sensitivity of the floodplain to current management.   

While the current consequences of management plans have been ignored, human-modifications 

of the Mississippi River have broader consequences, and planning for these eventualities is 

necessary to developing a holistic plan. Anthropogenic impacts on the Mississippi River extend 

out from channel modifications to the floodplain.  The unintended consequence of river 

engineering was an impact on the hydrological connectivity as determined by the natural levee.  

This connectivity was increased in some sections while decreased in others. This hidden 

hydrological connectivity can play a major role in vegetation distribution, ecological make up, 
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and geomorphic evolution in the floodplain, and thus it is an important factor to consider when 

developing an integrative floodplain management plan. 
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Appendix 1 – Study Area Maps 
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Appendix 2 – Elevation comparison on LiDAR DEMs to NGS Benchmarks 

Longitude 
Decimal 
Degrees 

Latitude 
Decimal 
Degrees  

USGS ID  Benchmark 
Elevation 
Meter 

LiDAR DEM 
Elevation 
Meter 

LiDAR Error 
Meter 

NED DEM 
Elevation 
Meter 

NED Error 
Meter 

‐91.449  31.573  AC8230  17.900  18.011  0.111  18.000  0.100 

‐91.440  31.571  AC8231  17.720  18.590  0.870  17.808  0.088 

‐91.679  30.989  BJ0002  15.347  14.393  0.954  15.329  0.018 

‐91.681  30.989  BJ0003  13.812  14.360  0.548  15.232  1.420 

‐91.676  30.979  BJ0004  13.632  15.527  1.895  15.279  1.647 

‐91.675  30.976  BJ0005  13.232  17.603  4.371  18.943  5.711 

‐91.671  30.961  BJ0006  14.454  14.924  0.470  16.325  1.871 

‐91.669  30.955  BJ0007  14.439  16.131  1.692  16.617  2.178 

‐91.666  30.958  BJ0009  12.826  12.747  0.079  12.283  0.543 

‐91.668  30.949  BJ0010  14.234  14.489  0.255  14.561  0.327 

‐91.665  30.943  BJ0011  14.967  14.870  0.097  15.692  0.725 

‐91.662  30.943  BJ0012  12.745  13.351  0.606  13.974  1.229 

‐91.665  30.942  BJ0013  14.541  15.545  1.004  15.915  1.374 

‐91.663  30.937  BJ0014  14.214  14.141  0.073  15.048  0.834 

‐91.663  30.933  BJ0015  14.488  15.895  1.407  16.887  2.399 

‐91.659  30.934  BJ0016  13.181  14.998  1.817  16.183  3.002 

‐91.663  30.919  BJ0017  14.715  17.427  2.712  17.310  2.595 

‐91.661  30.916  BJ0018  14.963  15.581  0.618  16.912  1.949 

‐91.665  30.909  BJ0019  13.908  14.197  0.289  13.961  0.053 

‐91.668  30.894  BJ0020  12.922  13.436  0.514  14.558  1.636 

‐91.673  30.876  BJ0022  13.583  14.369  0.786  13.982  0.399 

‐91.671  30.866  BJ0023  13.431  17.781  4.350  19.551  6.120 

‐91.671  30.864  BJ0024  13.458  19.473  6.015  20.025  6.567 

‐91.671  30.860  BJ0025  13.616  13.558  0.058  14.021  0.405 

‐91.650  30.842  BJ0027  13.077  13.345  0.268  14.210  1.133 

‐91.635  30.836  BJ0028  13.789  13.194  0.595  13.543  0.246 

‐91.631  30.836  BJ0029  13.372  18.056  4.684  17.418  4.046 

‐91.620  30.836  BJ0030  13.826  13.674  0.152  13.923  0.097 

‐91.609  30.828  BJ0031  13.069  14.580  1.511  15.593  2.524 

‐91.579  30.813  BJ0033  12.533  12.158  0.375  12.192  0.341 

‐91.583  30.789  BJ0035  11.797  15.766  3.969  14.129  2.332 

‐91.594  30.779  BJ0036  10.220  16.300  6.080  16.616  6.396 

‐91.596  30.778  BJ0037  9.847  12.729  2.882  13.286  3.439 

‐91.604  30.762  BJ0038  11.326  12.083  0.757  11.247  0.079 

‐91.600  30.748  BJ0039  16.183  15.447  0.736  13.898  2.285 

‐91.598  30.747  BJ0040  13.933  16.758  2.825  16.391  2.458 

‐91.596  30.742  BJ0041  10.766  10.709  0.057  12.072  1.306 
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Longitude 
Decimal 
Degrees 

Latitude 
Decimal 
Degrees  

USGS ID  Benchmark 
Elevation 
Meter 

LiDAR DEM 
Elevation 
Meter 

LiDAR Error 
Meter 

NED DEM 
Elevation 
Meter 

NED Error 
Meter 

‐91.594  30.738  BJ0042  11.488  11.013  0.475  12.012  0.524 

‐91.594  30.738  BJ0043  10.253  11.013  0.760  12.012  1.759 

‐91.593  30.737  BJ0044  10.856  11.703  0.847  13.042  2.186 

‐91.586  30.726  BJ0045  10.455  10.283  0.172  10.668  0.213 

‐91.570  30.718  BJ0046  10.404  10.121  0.283  9.144  1.260 

‐91.572  30.723  BJ0047  8.728  13.507  4.779  7.592  1.136 

‐91.569  30.722  BJ0048  9.741  10.799  1.058  8.062  1.679 

‐91.553  30.716  BJ0049  9.872  9.937  0.065  9.654  0.218 

‐91.553  30.716  BJ0050  9.946  10.403  0.457  9.299  0.647 

‐91.539  30.715  BJ0051  9.399  8.882  0.517  9.449  0.050 

‐91.528  30.730  BJ0053  10.565  14.370  3.805  13.207  2.642 

‐91.516  30.733  BJ0054  12.691  17.916  5.225  14.632  1.941 

‐91.487  30.730  BJ0056  12.025  12.957  0.932  14.188  2.163 

‐91.483  30.730  BJ0057  12.167  14.303  2.136  15.492  3.325 

‐91.466  30.730  BJ0058  11.075  11.937  0.862  12.765  1.690 

‐91.766  30.992  BJ0153  13.695  13.810  0.115  15.328  1.633 

‐91.779  30.983  BJ0154  13.659  13.407  0.252  14.287  0.628 

‐91.795  30.979  BJ0155  14.237  18.615  4.378  14.941  0.704 

‐91.798  30.975  BJ0156  14.705  13.430  1.275  15.128  0.423 

‐91.798  30.964  BJ0157  13.103  12.977  0.126  13.584  0.481 

‐91.797  30.948  BJ0158  13.630  13.546  0.084  13.527  0.103 

‐91.794  30.938  BJ0159  13.499  12.829  0.670  13.106  0.393 

‐91.793  30.924  BJ0160  12.860  12.567  0.293  13.227  0.367 

‐91.799  30.984  BJ0161  18.197  12.387  5.810  12.257  5.940 

‐91.805  30.986  BJ0162  13.966  14.349  0.383  14.531  0.565 

‐91.816  30.990  BJ0163  14.555  14.262  0.293  14.724  0.169 

‐91.822  30.993  BJ0164  14.378  14.150  0.228  14.590  0.212 

‐91.829  30.989  BJ0165  13.837  13.570  0.267  13.789  0.048 

‐91.841  30.991  BJ0166  11.899  12.761  0.862  11.692  0.207 

‐91.808  30.980  BJ0172  14.575  13.408  1.167  16.120  1.545 

‐91.811  30.972  BJ0173  13.828  13.880  0.052  13.798  0.030 

‐91.810  30.959  BJ0174  13.287  13.412  0.125  14.354  1.067 

‐91.810  30.944  BJ0175  12.662  13.440  0.778  14.136  1.474 

‐91.807  30.938  BJ0176  12.540  14.785  2.245  15.718  3.178 

‐91.807  30.930  BJ0177  13.236  13.369  0.133  15.341  2.105 

‐91.811  30.918  BJ0178  13.500  13.370  0.130  13.716  0.216 

‐91.809  30.903  BJ0179  12.970  13.069  0.099  13.595  0.625 

‐91.808  30.904  BJ0180  13.577  14.096  0.519  15.705  2.128 

‐91.807  30.901  BJ0181  14.036  13.662  0.374  13.173  0.863 

‐91.812  30.890  BJ0182  12.343  12.509  0.166  13.031  0.688 
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Longitude 
Decimal 
Degrees 

Latitude 
Decimal 
Degrees  

USGS ID  Benchmark 
Elevation 
Meter 

LiDAR DEM 
Elevation 
Meter 

LiDAR Error 
Meter 

NED DEM 
Elevation 
Meter 

NED Error 
Meter 

‐91.809  30.875  BJ0183  11.666  12.364  0.698  12.719  1.053 

‐91.821  30.867  BJ0184  12.027  11.632  0.395  14.137  2.110 

‐91.828  30.860  BJ0185  12.317  12.280  0.037  12.736  0.419 

‐91.828  30.858  BJ0186  12.375  12.436  0.061  13.420  1.045 

‐91.821  30.845  BJ0187  12.186  12.080  0.106  13.309  1.123 

‐91.812  30.840  BJ0188  12.513  12.198  0.315  14.481  1.968 

‐91.811  30.837  BJ0189  12.389  13.747  1.358  16.249  3.860 

‐91.811  30.836  BJ0190  11.442  12.204  0.762  13.646  2.204 

‐91.814  30.819  BJ0191  11.897  11.723  0.174  12.171  0.274 

‐91.811  30.806  BJ0192  12.688  13.227  0.539  14.922  2.234 

‐91.800  30.797  BJ0193  11.608  11.766  0.158  12.850  1.242 

‐91.795  30.794  BJ0194  11.298  11.233  0.065  12.211  0.913 

‐91.786  30.791  BJ0195  11.325  11.473  0.148  12.061  0.736 

‐91.770  30.778  BJ0197  12.897  13.321  0.424  8.241  4.656 

‐91.770  30.777  BJ0198  11.698  11.648  0.050  9.235  2.463 

‐91.766  30.769  BJ0199  10.662  15.234  4.572  7.597  3.065 

‐91.764  30.755  BJ0200  10.919  11.495  0.576  12.203  1.284 

‐91.763  30.742  BJ0201  9.919  9.193  0.726  9.381  0.538 

‐91.754  30.731  BJ0202  10.213  10.495  0.282  10.841  0.628 

‐91.748  30.718  BJ0203  9.267  10.928  1.661  10.657  1.390 

‐91.739  30.708  BJ0204  12.688  10.594  2.094  11.060  1.628 

‐91.739  30.706  BJ0205  9.942  9.537  0.405  11.206  1.264 

‐91.739  30.707  BJ0206  10.008  11.171  1.163  14.071  4.063 

‐91.739  30.699  BJ0207  9.262  9.034  0.228  10.337  1.075 

‐91.738  30.691  BJ0208  16.360  10.515  5.845  11.073  5.287 

‐91.731  30.691  BJ0209  14.447  14.621  0.174  13.561  0.886 

‐91.729  30.692  BJ0210  7.450  8.103  0.653  8.568  1.118 

‐91.728  30.699  BJ0211  9.138  9.532  0.394  9.495  0.357 

‐91.730  30.711  BJ0212  9.159  7.648  1.511  7.620  1.539 

‐91.730  30.691  BJ0213  10.680  9.366  1.314  10.545  0.135 

‐91.727  30.677  BJ0214  8.126  8.334  0.208  11.525  3.399 

‐91.733  30.662  BJ0215  9.608  9.325  0.283  9.804  0.196 

‐91.744  30.691  BJ0216  10.608  9.193  1.415  17.116  6.508 

‐91.744  30.694  BJ0217  9.919  9.354  0.565  9.785  0.134 

‐91.756  30.693  BJ0218  12.352  7.837  4.515  8.143  4.209 

‐91.767  30.693  BJ0219  10.967  5.852  5.115  18.279  7.312 

‐91.742  30.679  BJ0220  10.112  12.481  2.369  13.834  3.722 

‐91.751  30.663  BJ0221  9.185  8.911  0.274  9.373  0.188 

‐91.752  30.651  BJ0222  8.746  8.326  0.420  9.726  0.980 

‐91.750  30.637  BJ0223  9.147  8.696  0.451  11.286  2.139 
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Longitude 
Decimal 
Degrees 

Latitude 
Decimal 
Degrees  

USGS ID  Benchmark 
Elevation 
Meter 

LiDAR DEM 
Elevation 
Meter 

LiDAR Error 
Meter 

NED DEM 
Elevation 
Meter 

NED Error 
Meter 

‐91.750  30.633  BJ0224  8.983  12.778  3.795  11.193  2.210 

‐91.751  30.630  BJ0225  10.256  11.673  1.417  12.121  1.865 

‐91.754  30.627  BJ0226  9.493  10.429  0.936  13.320  3.827 

‐91.760  30.618  BJ0227  8.141  8.203  0.062  9.050  0.909 

‐91.756  30.606  BJ0228  8.241  9.371  1.130  9.549  1.308 

‐91.758  30.593  BJ0229  8.408  8.187  0.221  9.301  0.893 

‐91.758  30.579  BJ0230  8.419  8.905  0.486  10.439  2.020 

‐91.613  30.741  BJ0238  10.206  16.842  6.636  12.999  2.793 

‐91.626  30.740  BJ0239  10.669  17.904  7.235  14.290  3.621 

‐91.630  30.741  BJ0240  10.566  13.435  2.869  9.300  1.266 

‐91.647  30.738  BJ0241  9.078  9.748  0.670  7.694  1.384 

‐91.661  30.729  BJ0242  8.821  10.046  1.225  9.211  0.390 

‐91.661  30.718  BJ0243  9.390  9.378  0.012  8.958  0.432 

‐91.660  30.721  BJ0244  10.034  9.783  0.251  8.977  1.057 

‐91.661  30.707  BJ0245  8.902  8.668  0.234  7.287  1.615 

‐91.660  30.696  BJ0246  8.964  9.085  0.121  9.788  0.824 

‐91.659  30.681  BJ0247  8.478  7.825  0.653  6.992  1.486 

‐91.659  30.678  BJ0248  8.610  7.782  0.828  8.019  0.591 

‐91.659  30.668  BJ0249  9.911  11.207  1.296  12.539  2.628 

‐91.657  30.668  BJ0250  9.517  9.734  0.217  8.521  0.996 

‐91.656  30.659  BJ0251  7.953  8.031  0.078  10.457  2.504 

‐91.652  30.645  BJ0252  7.510  7.499  0.011  7.187  0.323 

‐91.651  30.630  BJ0253  8.370  8.540  0.170  8.641  0.271 

‐91.650  30.614  BJ0254  7.536  7.732  0.196       

‐91.652  30.600  BJ0255  8.427  8.016  0.411       

‐91.652  30.598  BJ0256  8.366  7.825  0.541       

‐91.655  30.585  BJ0257  6.616  6.604  0.012       

‐91.861  30.994  BJ1199  13.717  13.397  0.320  13.716  0.001 

‐91.869  30.994  BJ1200  14.249  14.693  0.444  15.240  0.991 

‐91.887  30.995  BJ1201  15.304  14.587  0.717  15.013  0.291 

‐91.887  30.995  BJ1202  14.919  14.587  0.332  15.013  0.094 

‐91.890  30.997  BJ1203  15.881  14.923  0.958  15.240  0.641 

‐91.666  30.957  BJ2607  13.328  14.406  1.078  13.394  0.066 

‐91.572  30.799  BJ2630  12.519  11.624  0.895  12.318  0.201 

‐91.631  31.209  BW0001  17.349  17.596  0.247  17.716  0.367 

‐91.629  31.207  BW0002  16.962  19.033  2.071  21.023  4.061 

‐91.631  31.191  BW0003  17.140  17.151  0.011  21.127  3.987 

‐91.632  31.192  BW0004  15.895  16.866  0.971  18.929  3.034 

‐91.631  31.177  BW0005  15.269  15.946  0.677  16.426  1.157 

‐91.626  31.163  BW0006  15.964  17.579  1.615  19.284  3.320 
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Longitude 
Decimal 
Degrees 

Latitude 
Decimal 
Degrees  

USGS ID  Benchmark 
Elevation 
Meter 

LiDAR DEM 
Elevation 
Meter 

LiDAR Error 
Meter 

NED DEM 
Elevation 
Meter 

NED Error 
Meter 

‐91.636  31.152  BW0008  15.950  16.127  0.177  18.959  3.009 

‐91.639  31.142  BW0009  16.576  15.990  0.586  16.764  0.188 

‐91.641  31.129  BW0010  14.819  15.470  0.651  16.142  1.323 

‐91.633  31.115  BW0011  15.966  16.105  0.139  16.866  0.900 

‐91.627  31.104  BW0012  21.630  18.106  3.524  17.477  4.153 

‐91.622  31.099  BW0013  15.865  19.971  4.106  18.008  2.143 

‐91.611  31.085  BW0015  22.111  14.771  7.340  16.361  5.750 

‐91.596  31.076  BW0017  22.190  17.930  4.260  5.000  17.190 

‐91.580  31.068  BW0018  14.442  18.364  3.922  16.605  2.163 

‐91.574  31.056  BW0019  14.483  14.068  0.415  18.992  4.509 

‐91.576  31.054  BW0020  14.543  15.519  0.976  14.859  0.316 

‐91.588  31.042  BW0022  16.125  15.915  0.210  18.000  1.875 

‐91.600  31.030  BW0023  15.660  19.326  3.666  18.705  3.045 

‐91.621  31.016  BW0025  17.390  15.764  1.626  15.992  1.398 

‐91.633  31.013  BW0026  15.730  17.947  2.217  18.880  3.150 

‐91.646  31.009  BW0027  14.524  20.124  5.600  19.005  4.481 

‐91.659  31.010  BW0028  15.503  15.016  0.487  17.080  1.577 

‐91.674  31.003  BW0029  21.585  20.484  1.101  17.397  4.188 

‐91.677  31.001  BW0030  12.836  12.376  0.460  14.702  1.866 

‐91.696  31.003  BW0049  14.109  15.056  0.947  15.240  1.131 

‐91.706  31.007  BW0050  14.464  15.137  0.673  15.647  1.183 

‐91.716  31.004  BW0051  14.860  15.147  0.287  15.622  0.762 

‐91.731  31.009  BW0052  15.205  14.949  0.256  16.222  1.017 

‐91.739  31.010  BW0053  14.545  14.414  0.131  15.209  0.664 

‐91.748  31.010  BW0054  13.906  13.670  0.236  14.935  1.029 

‐91.901  31.002  BW0058  15.063  14.844  0.219  15.200  0.137 

‐91.916  31.013  BW0059  14.861  15.484  0.623  14.292  0.570 

‐91.931  31.026  BW0060  14.977  15.922  0.945  15.574  0.597 

‐91.942  31.031  BW0061  13.941  13.824  0.117  13.679  0.262 

‐91.951  31.035  BW0062  14.607  13.895  0.712  13.706  0.901 

‐91.964  31.044  BW0063  15.724  15.133  0.591  16.358  0.634 

‐91.966  31.043  BW0064  16.294  16.003  0.291  15.441  0.853 

‐91.979  31.046  BW0066  16.841  19.297  2.456  18.287  1.446 

‐91.977  31.038  BW0067  17.355  17.143  0.212  14.341  3.014 

‐91.978  31.034  BW0068  16.980  16.621  0.359  16.851  0.129 

‐91.976  31.032  BW0069  16.591  16.062  0.529  16.517  0.074 

‐91.987  31.048  BW0070  16.963  15.956  1.007  15.470  1.493 

‐91.987  31.048  BW0071  18.705  16.271  2.434  15.856  2.849 

‐91.989  31.048  BW0072  15.854  16.028  0.174  15.615  0.239 

‐91.998  31.254  BW0073  17.533  17.695  0.162  15.833  1.700 
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Longitude 
Decimal 
Degrees 

Latitude 
Decimal 
Degrees  

USGS ID  Benchmark 
Elevation 
Meter 

LiDAR DEM 
Elevation 
Meter 

LiDAR Error 
Meter 

NED DEM 
Elevation 
Meter 

NED Error 
Meter 

‐91.993  31.254  BW0074  17.610  18.102  0.492  16.181  1.430 

‐91.985  31.249  BW0075  18.046  17.620  0.426  17.890  0.156 

‐91.974  31.246  BW0076  14.598  14.751  0.153  15.300  0.702 

‐91.973  31.255  BW0077  13.744  13.682  0.062  13.779  0.035 

‐91.963  31.265  BW0078  15.148  13.439  1.709  13.700  1.448 

‐91.510  31.598  BW0637  19.090  22.411  3.321  19.697  0.607 

‐91.503  31.589  BW0638  18.136  17.536  0.600  18.015  0.121 

‐91.488  31.581  BW0642  17.727  18.425  0.698  18.000  0.273 

‐91.428  31.567  BW0662  18.523  18.916  0.393  22.000  3.477 

‐91.434  31.560  BW0664  17.369  17.732  0.363  18.000  0.631 

‐91.491  31.544  BW0673  18.726  18.775  0.049  18.000  0.726 

‐91.535  31.473  BW1167  23.779  23.462  0.317  23.899  0.120 

‐91.576  31.356  BW1211  14.865  18.108  3.243  17.206  2.341 

‐91.554  31.333  BW1216  15.336  24.878  9.542  22.539  7.203 

‐91.531  31.318  BW1224  16.389  15.959  0.430  16.764  0.375 

‐91.547  31.301  BW1229  15.707  14.837  0.870  13.716  1.991 

‐91.560  31.295  BW1233  16.888  16.598  0.290  16.750  0.138 

‐91.574  31.290  BW1240  17.071  16.730  0.341  16.504  0.567 

‐91.639  31.283  BW1250  13.001  12.583  0.418  13.909  0.908 

‐91.652  31.274  BW1252  14.657  12.017  2.640  12.506  2.151 

‐91.543  31.666  BW1476  17.581  17.563  0.018  17.903  0.322 

‐91.551  31.653  BW1477  17.327  17.575  0.248  17.955  0.628 

‐91.553  31.638  BW1478  17.893  17.809  0.084  17.404  0.489 

‐91.555  31.622  BW1651  14.980  16.235  1.255  17.104  2.124 

‐91.550  31.622  BW1653  17.417  17.250  0.167  18.288  0.871 

‐91.538  31.614  BW1657  18.038  18.096  0.058  18.288  0.250 

‐91.523  31.607  BW1661  18.236  18.717  0.481  18.288  0.052 

‐91.503  31.537  BW1665  19.260  16.192  3.068  17.711  1.549 

‐91.525  31.513  BW1674  18.461  23.361  4.900  23.567  5.106 

‐91.622  31.099  BW1797  15.136  19.841  4.705  18.489  3.353 

‐91.638  31.127  BW1798  21.288  21.210  0.078  20.243  1.045 

‐91.634  31.155  BW1800  15.936  18.283  2.347  21.393  5.457 

‐91.635  31.155  BW1801  16.177  16.154  0.023  16.459  0.282 

‐91.631  31.159  BW1802  15.566  17.749  2.183  19.535  3.969 

‐91.626  31.169  BW1803  21.693  22.332  0.639  19.360  2.333 

‐91.629  31.174  BW1804  16.051  19.388  3.337  20.595  4.544 

‐91.629  31.205  BW1805  18.931  20.116  1.185  21.104  2.173 

‐91.634  31.214  BW1806  20.977  21.009  0.032  21.372  0.395 

‐91.645  31.226  BW1807  12.747  18.435  5.688  21.088  8.341 

‐91.656  31.236  BW1808  21.335  17.209  4.126  15.051  6.284 
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Longitude 
Decimal 
Degrees 

Latitude 
Decimal 
Degrees  

USGS ID  Benchmark 
Elevation 
Meter 

LiDAR DEM 
Elevation 
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LiDAR Error 
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NED DEM 
Elevation 
Meter 

NED Error 
Meter 

‐91.662  31.249  BW1809  15.474  17.449  1.975  21.622  6.148 

‐91.660  31.263  BW1810  20.738  20.716  0.022  22.156  1.418 

‐91.652  31.274  BW1811  14.816  12.017  2.799  12.506  2.310 

‐91.627  31.288  BW1812  14.967  14.405  0.562  14.021  0.946 

‐91.596  31.284  BW1814  17.137  16.758  0.379  17.429  0.292 

‐91.581  31.286  BW1815  16.942  15.780  1.162  15.247  1.695 

‐91.538  31.310  BW1816  15.452  14.735  0.717  13.716  1.736 

‐91.528  31.320  BW1817  19.022  20.818  1.796  20.761  1.739 

‐91.575  31.281  BW1818  23.222  17.717  5.505  18.420  4.802 

‐91.564  31.280  BW1819  16.485  15.186  1.299  15.754  0.731 

‐91.546  31.281  BW1820  16.474  16.596  0.122  15.792  0.682 

‐91.541  31.290  BW1821  17.896  19.466  1.570  19.541  1.645 

‐91.531  31.304  BW1822  23.760  23.200  0.560  22.781  0.979 

‐91.542  31.330  BW1823  17.506  17.242  0.264  17.116  0.390 

‐91.554  31.331  BW1824  15.194  15.664  0.470  15.628  0.434 

‐91.572  31.351  BW1825  14.800  24.190  9.390  21.611  6.811 

‐91.577  31.368  BW1826  15.423  16.538  1.115  17.342  1.919 

‐91.579  31.377  BW1827  16.482  24.923  8.441  24.887  8.405 

‐91.583  31.383  BW1828  17.514  24.674  7.160  23.518  6.004 

‐91.588  31.400  BW1829  15.790  25.214  9.424  23.988  8.198 

‐91.581  31.415  BW1830  16.425  17.374  0.949  17.385  0.960 

‐91.574  31.425  BW1831  16.833  15.340  1.493  16.895  0.062 

‐91.563  31.438  BW1832  22.487  24.270  1.783  23.468  0.981 

‐91.556  31.447  BW1833  14.102  18.533  4.431  21.653  7.551 

‐91.544  31.463  BW1834  15.436  15.343  0.093  18.712  3.276 

‐91.534  31.473  BW1835  16.571  15.234  1.337  15.240  1.331 

‐91.526  31.486  BW1836  23.957  17.017  6.940  16.932  7.025 

‐91.526  31.496  BW1837  17.495  17.401  0.094  18.334  0.839 

‐91.524  31.528  BW1838  17.868  22.955  5.087  21.083  3.215 

‐91.514  31.536  BW1839  19.144  21.222  2.078  23.986  4.842 

‐91.475  31.546  BW1840  18.936  18.896  0.040  19.000  0.064 

‐91.463  31.548  BW1841  19.130  18.659  0.471  19.000  0.130 

‐91.445  31.551  BW1842  19.093  18.726  0.367  22.038  2.945 

‐91.421  31.563  BW1843  22.416  12.506  9.910  10.829  11.587 

‐91.469  31.576  BW1845  17.843  18.426  0.583  18.000  0.157 

‐91.553  31.630  BW1846  17.989  17.969  0.020  16.459  1.530 

‐91.520  31.610  BW1847  18.083  26.693  8.610  25.860  7.777 

‐91.519  31.634  BW1849  18.424  22.976  4.552  23.721  5.297 

‐91.508  31.646  BW1850  21.078  21.214  0.136  22.022  0.944 

‐91.496  31.654  BW1851  21.275  19.883  1.392  20.609  0.666 
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Degrees 
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‐91.482  31.654  BW1852  24.771  21.347  3.424  23.731  1.040 

‐91.466  31.646  BW1853  19.833  19.899  0.066  23.763  3.930 

‐91.451  31.647  BW1854  18.728  18.723  0.005  18.486  0.242 

‐91.435  31.649  BW1855  19.948  20.062  0.114  18.000  1.948 

‐91.421  31.656  BW1856  22.341  20.553  1.788  18.264  4.078 

‐91.415  31.665  BW1857  20.729  20.149  0.580  18.000  2.729 

‐91.416  31.680  BW1858  19.011  19.151  0.140  19.239  0.228 

‐91.410  31.689  BW1859  20.144  24.182  4.038  22.125  1.981 

‐91.412  31.703  BW1860  19.384  20.304  0.920  21.000  1.616 

‐91.410  31.723  BW1861  22.008  21.640  0.368  22.000  0.008 

‐91.407  31.736  BW1862  21.754  21.510  0.244  21.703  0.051 

‐91.406  31.743  BW1863  19.375  18.851  0.524  20.000  0.625 
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Appendix 3- Interpolated Stage Levels 

Gaging  River mile  Flood stage  Percentage of Time Stage Level is Reached 

Stations  (miles)  (feet)  10%  15%  20%  25%  30%  35%  40%  45%  50% 

      (feet)  (feet)  (feet)  (feet)  (feet)  (feet)  (feet)  (feet)  (feet) 

   377  69.4  66.3  64.4  62.3  60.2  58.0  56.0  53.8  51.9  49.6 

   376  69.1  66.1  64.1  62.1  60.0  57.8  55.8  53.6  51.7  49.4 

   375  68.8  65.8  63.9  61.9  59.8  57.5  55.5  53.4  51.4  49.2 

   374  68.5  65.6  63.6  61.6  59.5  57.3  55.3  53.2  51.2  48.9 

   373  68.2  65.3  63.4  61.4  59.3  57.1  55.1  52.9  51.0  48.7 

   372  67.9  65.1  63.2  61.2  59.1  56.9  54.8  52.7  50.8  48.5 

   371  67.6  64.8  62.9  60.9  58.8  56.6  54.6  52.5  50.5  48.2 

   370  67.3  64.6  62.7  60.7  58.6  56.4  54.4  52.2  50.3  48.0 

   369  67.1  64.3  62.4  60.5  58.4  56.2  54.1  52.0  50.1  47.8 

   368  66.8  64.1  62.2  60.2  58.1  55.9  53.9  51.8  49.8  47.5 

   367  66.5  63.9  61.9  60.0  57.9  55.7  53.7  51.6  49.6  47.3 

   366  66.2  63.6  61.7  59.8  57.7  55.5  53.5  51.3  49.4  47.1 

   365  65.9  63.4  61.5  59.5  57.4  55.2  53.2  51.1  49.1  46.8 

   364  65.6  63.1  61.2  59.3  57.2  55.0  53.0  50.9  48.9  46.6 

Natchez  363  65.3  62.9  61.0  59.1  57.0  54.8  52.8  50.6  48.7  46.4 

   362  65.0  62.6  60.7  58.8  56.7  54.5  52.5  50.4  48.4  46.1 

   361  64.7  62.4  60.5  58.6  56.5  54.3  52.3  50.2  48.2  45.9 

   360  64.4  62.1  60.3  58.4  56.3  54.1  52.1  50.0  48.0  45.7 

   359  64.1  61.9  60.0  58.1  56.0  53.9  51.8  49.7  47.8  45.4 

   358  63.8  61.7  59.8  57.9  55.8  53.6  51.6  49.5  47.5  45.2 

   357  63.5  61.4  59.5  57.7  55.6  53.4  51.4  49.3  47.3  45.0 

   356  63.2  61.2  59.3  57.4  55.3  53.2  51.2  49.0  47.1  44.8 

   355  62.9  60.9  59.0  57.2  55.1  52.9  50.9  48.8  46.8  44.5 

   354  62.6  60.7  58.8  57.0  54.9  52.7  50.7  48.6  46.6  44.3 

   353  62.3  60.4  58.6  56.7  54.6  52.5  50.5  48.4  46.4  44.1 

   352  62.0  60.2  58.3  56.5  54.4  52.2  50.2  48.1  46.1  43.8 

   351  61.7  59.9  58.1  56.3  54.2  52.0  50.0  47.9  45.9  43.6 

   350  61.4  59.7  57.8  56.0  53.9  51.8  49.8  47.7  45.7  43.4 

   349  61.1  59.5  57.6  55.8  53.7  51.6  49.5  47.4  45.4  43.1 

   348  60.8  59.2  57.4  55.6  53.5  51.3  49.3  47.2  45.2  42.9 

   347  60.6  59.0  57.1  55.3  53.2  51.1  49.1  47.0  45.0  42.7 

   346  60.3  58.7  56.9  55.1  53.0  50.9  48.9  46.7  44.8  42.4 

   345  60.0  58.5  56.6  54.9  52.8  50.6  48.6  46.5  44.5  42.2 

   344  59.7  58.2  56.4  54.6  52.5  50.4  48.4  46.3  44.3  42.0 

   343  59.4  58.0  56.2  54.4  52.3  50.2  48.2  46.1  44.1  41.7 

   342  59.1  57.7  55.9  54.2  52.1  49.9  47.9  45.8  43.8  41.5 
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Gaging  River mile  Flood stage  Percentage of Time Stage Level is Reached 

Stations  (miles)  (feet)  10%  15%  20%  25%  30%  35%  40%  45%  50% 

      (feet)  (feet)  (feet)  (feet)  (feet)  (feet)  (feet)  (feet)  (feet) 

   341  58.8  57.5  55.7  53.9  51.8  49.7  47.7  45.6  43.6  41.3 

   340  58.5  57.3  55.4  53.7  51.6  49.5  47.5  45.4  43.4  41.0 

   339  58.2  57.0  55.2  53.5  51.4  49.3  47.2  45.1  43.1  40.8 

   338  57.9  56.8  54.9  53.3  51.2  49.0  47.0  44.9  42.9  40.6 

   337  57.6  56.5  54.7  53.0  50.9  48.8  46.8  44.7  42.7  40.3 

   336  57.3  56.3  54.5  52.8  50.7  48.6  46.6  44.5  42.4  40.1 

   335  57.0  56.0  54.2  52.6  50.5  48.3  46.3  44.2  42.2  39.9 

   334  56.7  55.8  54.0  52.3  50.2  48.1  46.1  44.0  42.0  39.6 

   333  56.4  55.5  53.7  52.1  50.0  47.9  45.9  43.8  41.8  39.4 

   332  56.1  55.3  53.5  51.9  49.8  47.6  45.6  43.5  41.5  39.2 

   331  55.8  55.1  53.3  51.6  49.5  47.4  45.4  43.3  41.3  38.9 

   330  55.5  54.8  53.0  51.4  49.3  47.2  45.2  43.1  41.1  38.7 

   329  55.2  54.6  52.8  51.2  49.1  46.9  44.9  42.9  40.8  38.5 

   328  54.9  54.3  52.5  50.9  48.8  46.7  44.7  42.6  40.6  38.2 

   327  54.6  54.1  52.3  50.7  48.6  46.5  44.5  42.4  40.4  38.0 

   326  54.3  53.8  52.0  50.5  48.4  46.3  44.3  42.2  40.1  37.8 

   325  54.0  53.6  51.8  50.2  48.1  46.0  44.0  41.9  39.9  37.5 

   324  53.8  53.3  51.6  50.0  47.9  45.8  43.8  41.7  39.7  37.3 

   323  53.5  53.1  51.3  49.8  47.7  45.6  43.6  41.5  39.4  37.1 

   322  53.2  52.9  51.1  49.5  47.4  45.3  43.3  41.3  39.2  36.8 

   321  52.9  52.6  50.8  49.3  47.2  45.1  43.1  41.0  39.0  36.6 

   320  52.6  52.4  50.6  49.1  47.0  44.9  42.9  40.8  38.8  36.4 

   319  52.3  52.1  50.4  48.8  46.7  44.6  42.6  40.6  38.5  36.1 

   318  52.0  51.9  50.1  48.6  46.5  44.4  42.4  40.3  38.3  35.9 

   317  51.7  51.6  49.9  48.4  46.3  44.2  42.2  40.1  38.1  35.7 

   316  51.4  51.4  49.6  48.1  46.0  44.0  42.0  39.9  37.8  35.4 

   315  51.1  51.1  49.4  47.9  45.8  43.7  41.7  39.6  37.6  35.2 

   314  50.8  50.9  49.2  47.7  45.6  43.5  41.5  39.4  37.4  35.0 

Knox  313  50.5  50.7  48.9  47.4  45.3  43.3  41.3  39.2  37.1  34.7 

   312  50.3  50.5  48.7  47.2  45.1  43.1  41.1  39.0  36.9  34.5 

   311  50.0  50.3  48.5  47.0  44.9  42.9  40.9  38.8  36.7  34.3 

   310  49.8  50.2  48.3  46.8  44.7  42.7  40.7  38.6  36.5  34.1 

   309  49.6  50.0  48.1  46.6  44.5  42.5  40.5  38.4  36.3  33.9 

   308  49.4  49.8  47.9  46.4  44.2  42.3  40.3  38.3  36.1  33.7 

   307  49.1  49.6  47.7  46.2  44.0  42.1  40.1  38.1  36.0  33.5 

   306  48.9  49.5  47.5  46.0  43.8  41.9  39.9  37.9  35.8  33.3 

   305  48.7  49.3  47.3  45.8  43.6  41.7  39.7  37.7  35.6  33.1 

   304  48.5  49.1  47.2  45.6  43.4  41.5  39.6  37.5  35.4  32.9 
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Gaging  River mile  Flood stage  Percentage of Time Stage Level is Reached 

Stations  (miles)  (feet)  10%  15%  20%  25%  30%  35%  40%  45%  50% 

      (feet)  (feet)  (feet)  (feet)  (feet)  (feet)  (feet)  (feet)  (feet) 

   303  48.2  49.0  47.0  45.4  43.2  41.3  39.4  37.3  35.2  32.7 

Red River  302  48.0  48.8  46.8  45.2  43.0  41.1  39.2  37.1  35.0  32.5 

   301  47.8  48.6  46.5  45.0  42.7  40.8  39.0  36.9  34.8  32.3 

   300  47.6  48.3  46.3  44.8  42.5  40.6  38.8  36.7  34.6  32.1 

   299  47.5  48.1  46.1  44.6  42.3  40.4  38.6  36.5  34.4  31.9 

   298  47.3  47.9  45.9  44.3  42.1  40.2  38.4  36.3  34.2  31.7 

   297  47.1  47.7  45.7  44.1  41.9  40.0  38.2  36.1  34.0  31.5 

   296  46.9  47.5  45.5  43.9  41.7  39.8  38.0  35.9  33.8  31.3 

   295  46.8  47.2  45.2  43.7  41.5  39.6  37.8  35.7  33.6  31.1 

   294  46.6  47.0  45.0  43.5  41.3  39.4  37.6  35.5  33.4  30.9 

   293  46.4  46.8  44.8  43.3  41.1  39.2  37.4  35.3  33.2  30.8 

   292  46.2  46.6  44.6  43.1  40.9  39.0  37.2  35.1  33.0  30.6 

   291  46.1  46.3  44.4  42.9  40.7  38.8  37.0  34.9  32.8  30.4 

   290  45.9  46.1  44.2  42.6  40.5  38.6  36.8  34.8  32.6  30.2 

   289  45.7  45.9  43.9  42.4  40.3  38.4  36.6  34.6  32.4  30.0 

   288  45.5  45.7  43.7  42.2  40.1  38.2  36.4  34.4  32.2  29.8 

   287  45.4  45.5  43.5  42.0  39.9  38.0  36.2  34.2  32.0  29.6 

   286  45.2  45.2  43.3  41.8  39.7  37.8  36.0  34.0  31.8  29.4 

   285  45.0  45.0  43.1  41.6  39.5  37.6  35.8  33.8  31.6  29.2 

   284  44.8  44.8  42.9  41.4  39.3  37.4  35.6  33.6  31.4  29.0 

   283  44.7  44.6  42.6  41.2  39.0  37.2  35.4  33.4  31.2  28.8 

   282  44.5  44.3  42.4  41.0  38.8  37.0  35.2  33.2  31.0  28.6 

   281  44.3  44.1  42.2  40.7  38.6  36.8  35.0  33.0  30.8  28.4 

   280  44.1  43.9  42.0  40.5  38.4  36.6  34.8  32.8  30.7  28.2 

   279  44.0  43.7  41.8  40.3  38.2  36.4  34.6  32.6  30.5  28.0 

   278  43.8  43.5  41.6  40.1  38.0  36.2  34.4  32.4  30.3  27.8 

   277  43.6  43.2  41.3  39.9  37.8  36.0  34.2  32.2  30.1  27.6 

   276  43.4  43.0  41.1  39.7  37.6  35.8  34.0  32.0  29.9  27.4 

   275  43.3  42.8  40.9  39.5  37.4  35.6  33.8  31.8  29.7  27.2 

   274  43.1  42.6  40.7  39.3  37.2  35.4  33.6  31.6  29.5  27.0 

   273  42.9  42.3  40.5  39.0  37.0  35.2  33.4  31.4  29.3  26.8 

   272  42.7  42.1  40.3  38.8  36.8  35.0  33.2  31.2  29.1  26.6 

   271  42.6  41.9  40.0  38.6  36.6  34.8  33.0  31.0  28.9  26.4 

   270  42.4  41.7  39.8  38.4  36.4  34.6  32.8  30.8  28.7  26.2 

   269  42.2  41.4  39.6  38.2  36.2  34.4  32.6  30.6  28.5  26.0 

   268  42.0  41.2  39.4  38.0  36.0  34.2  32.4  30.4  28.3  25.8 

   267  41.9  41.0  39.2  37.8  35.8  34.0  32.2  30.2  28.1  25.6 

   266  41.7  40.8  39.0  37.6  35.6  33.8  32.0  30.0  27.9  25.5 
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Gaging  River mile  Flood stage  Percentage of Time Stage Level is Reached 

Stations  (miles)  (feet)  10%  15%  20%  25%  30%  35%  40%  45%  50% 

      (feet)  (feet)  (feet)  (feet)  (feet)  (feet)  (feet)  (feet)  (feet) 

   265  41.5  40.6  38.7  37.4  35.4  33.6  31.8  29.8  27.7  25.3 

   264  41.3  40.3  38.5  37.1  35.1  33.4  31.6  29.6  27.5  25.1 

   263  41.1  40.1  38.3  36.9  34.9  33.1  31.4  29.4  27.3  24.9 

   262  41.0  39.9  38.1  36.7  34.7  32.9  31.2  29.2  27.1  24.7 

   261  40.8  39.7  37.9  36.5  34.5  32.7  31.0  29.0  26.9  24.5 

   260  40.6  39.4  37.7  36.3  34.3  32.5  30.8  28.8  26.7  24.3 

   259  40.4  39.2  37.4  36.1  34.1  32.3  30.6  28.6  26.5  24.1 

   258  40.3  39.0  37.2  35.9  33.9  32.1  30.4  28.4  26.3  23.9 

   257  40.1  38.8  37.0  35.7  33.7  31.9  30.2  28.2  26.1  23.7 

   256  39.9  38.6  36.8  35.4  33.5  31.7  30.0  28.0  26.0  23.5 

   255  39.7  38.3  36.6  35.2  33.3  31.5  29.8  27.8  25.8  23.3 

   254  39.6  38.1  36.4  35.0  33.1  31.3  29.6  27.6  25.6  23.1 

   253  39.4  37.9  36.1  34.8  32.9  31.1  29.4  27.4  25.4  22.9 

   252  39.2  37.7  35.9  34.6  32.7  30.9  29.2  27.2  25.2  22.7 

   251  39.0  37.4  35.7  34.4  32.5  30.7  29.0  27.0  25.0  22.5 

   250  38.9  37.2  35.5  34.2  32.3  30.5  28.8  26.8  24.8  22.3 

   249  38.7  37.0  35.3  34.0  32.1  30.3  28.6  26.6  24.6  22.1 

   248  38.5  36.8  35.1  33.8  31.9  30.1  28.4  26.4  24.4  21.9 

   247  38.3  36.6  34.8  33.5  31.7  29.9  28.2  26.2  24.2  21.7 

   246  38.2  36.3  34.6  33.3  31.5  29.7  28.0  26.0  24.0  21.5 

   245  38.0  36.1  34.4  33.1  31.2  29.5  27.8  25.8  23.8  21.3 

   244  37.8  35.9  34.2  32.9  31.0  29.3  27.6  25.6  23.6  21.1 

   243  37.6  35.7  34.0  32.7  30.8  29.1  27.4  25.4  23.4  20.9 

   242  37.5  35.4  33.8  32.5  30.6  28.9  27.2  25.2  23.2  20.7 

   241  37.3  35.2  33.5  32.3  30.4  28.7  27.0  25.0  23.0  20.5 

   240  37.1  35.0  33.3  32.1  30.2  28.5  26.8  24.8  22.8  20.3 

   239  36.9  34.8  33.1  31.8  30.0  28.3  26.6  24.6  22.6  20.1 

   238  36.8  34.6  32.9  31.6  29.8  28.1  26.4  24.4  22.4  20.0 

   237  36.6  34.3  32.7  31.4  29.6  27.9  26.2  24.2  22.2  19.8 

   236  36.4  34.1  32.5  31.2  29.4  27.7  26.0  24.0  22.0  19.6 

   235  36.2  33.9  32.2  31.0  29.2  27.5  25.8  23.8  21.8  19.4 

   234  36.1  33.7  32.0  30.8  29.0  27.3  25.6  23.6  21.6  19.2 

   233  35.9  33.4  31.8  30.6  28.8  27.1  25.4  23.5  21.4  19.0 

   232  35.7  33.2  31.6  30.4  28.6  26.9  25.2  23.3  21.3  18.8 

   231  35.5  33.0  31.4  30.2  28.4  26.7  25.0  23.1  21.1  18.6 

   230  35.4  32.8  31.2  29.9  28.2  26.5  24.8  22.9  20.9  18.4 

   229  35.2  32.6  30.9  29.7  28.0  26.3  24.6  22.7  20.7  18.2 

Baton Rouge  228  35.0  32.3  30.7  29.5  27.8  26.1  24.5  22.5  20.5  18.0 
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Appendix 4 – Comparison of bankfull stage to gaging interpolation. 

USACE  Average Bankfull Stage  Gaging Bankfull Stage  Difference 

River Mile  Feet  Feet  Feet 

377  61.23  69.42  ‐8.19 

376  59.96  69.12  ‐9.16 

375  52.17  68.83  ‐16.66 

374  56.04  68.53  ‐12.50 

373  62.46  68.24  ‐5.78 

372  65.63  67.94  ‐2.31 

371  68.45  67.64  0.80 

370  67.19  67.35  ‐0.16 

369  68.08  67.05  1.03 

368  62.01  66.76  ‐4.74 

367  68.75  66.46  2.29 

366  61.35  66.17  ‐4.82 

365  52.67  65.87  ‐13.20 

364  61.27  65.58  ‐4.31 

363  76.19  65.28  10.91 

362  68.27  64.98  3.28 

361  59.92  64.69  ‐4.77 

360  58.27  64.39  ‐6.12 

359  57.36  64.10  ‐6.74 

358  52.69  63.80  ‐11.11 

357  57.15  63.51  ‐6.36 

356  62.33  63.21  ‐0.88 

355  61.44  62.92  ‐1.48 

354  62.84  62.62  0.22 

353  60.88  62.32  ‐1.44 

352  60.55  62.03  ‐1.48 

351  59.92  61.73  ‐1.82 

350  61.73  61.44  0.29 

349  62.02  61.14  0.88 

348  61.48  60.85  0.63 

347  62.28  60.55  1.73 

346  60.27  60.25  0.02 

345  59.44  59.96  ‐0.52 

344  56.86  59.66  ‐2.81 

343  56.16  59.37  ‐3.21 

342  55.69  59.07  ‐3.38 
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USACE  Average Bankfull Stage  Gaging Bankfull Stage  Difference 

River Mile  Feet  Feet  Feet 

341  56.15  58.78  ‐2.63 

340  57.68  58.48  ‐0.80 

339  56.20  58.19  ‐1.99 

338  56.04  57.89  ‐1.85 

337  56.07  57.59  ‐1.52 

336  55.10  57.30  ‐2.20 

335  54.54  57.00  ‐2.46 

334  53.15  56.71  ‐3.56 

333  52.74  56.41  ‐3.67 

332  52.77  56.12  ‐3.35 

331  52.66  55.82  ‐3.16 

330  54.07  55.53  ‐1.46 

329  53.18  55.23  ‐2.04 

328  52.79  54.93  ‐2.15 

327  54.48  54.64  ‐0.16 

326  55.69  54.34  1.34 

325  55.46  54.05  1.41 

324  56.29  53.75  2.54 

323  54.48  53.46  1.03 

322  54.28  53.16  1.12 

321  50.24  52.86  ‐2.62 

320  49.46  52.57  ‐3.11 

319  49.42  52.27  ‐2.85 

318  50.32  51.98  ‐1.66 

317  50.60  51.68  ‐1.08 

316  48.80  51.39  ‐2.59 

315  49.51  51.09  ‐1.58 

314  51.10  50.80  0.30 

313  52.73  50.50  2.23 

312  54.99  50.27  4.71 

311  52.33  50.05  2.29 

310  50.66  49.82  0.84 

309  44.99  49.59  ‐4.60 

308  45.85  49.36  ‐3.51 

307  43.66  49.14  ‐5.47 

306  47.56  48.91  ‐1.35 

305  49.06  48.68  0.38 

304  47.36  48.45  ‐1.10 

303  49.55  48.23  1.33 
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USACE  Average Bankfull Stage  Gaging Bankfull Stage  Difference 

River Mile  Feet  Feet  Feet 

302  49.01  48.00  1.01 

301  48.19  47.82  0.36 

300  46.45  47.65  ‐1.20 

299  49.75  47.47  2.28 

298  50.40  47.30  3.10 

297  51.37  47.12  4.25 

296  51.89  46.95  4.94 

295  49.13  46.77  2.36 

294  49.17  46.59  2.57 

293  52.78  46.42  6.36 

292  44.69  46.24  ‐1.56 

291  41.54  46.07  ‐4.53 

290  46.54  45.89  0.64 

289  44.63  45.72  ‐1.09 

288  42.31  45.54  ‐3.23 

287  42.61  45.36  ‐2.75 

286  46.03  45.19  0.84 

285  44.99  45.01  ‐0.03 

284  44.34  44.84  ‐0.50 

283  42.63  44.66  ‐2.03 

282  39.78  44.49  ‐4.70 

281  38.71  44.31  ‐5.60 

280  42.70  44.14  ‐1.43 

279  42.71  43.96  ‐1.25 

278  43.96  43.78  0.17 

277  44.84  43.61  1.23 

276  44.55  43.43  1.12 

275  38.90  43.26  ‐4.36 

274  37.59  43.08  ‐5.50 

273  40.02  42.91  ‐2.89 

272  42.46  42.73  ‐0.27 

271  37.14  42.55  ‐5.41 

270  36.75  42.38  ‐5.62 

269  37.74  42.20  ‐4.46 

268  37.83  42.03  ‐4.20 

267  40.59  41.85  ‐1.26 

266  38.55  41.68  ‐3.12 

265  43.92  41.50  2.42 

264  40.17  41.32  ‐1.15 
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USACE  Average Bankfull Stage  Gaging Bankfull Stage  Difference 

River Mile  Feet  Feet  Feet 

263  37.54  41.15  ‐3.61 

262  38.60  40.97  ‐2.37 

261  39.07  40.80  ‐1.72 

260  42.26  40.62  1.64 

259  37.97  40.45  ‐2.48 

258  41.17  40.27  0.90 

257  39.94  40.09  ‐0.15 

256  37.76  39.92  ‐2.15 

255  37.73  39.74  ‐2.01 

254  38.40  39.57  ‐1.17 

253  32.25  39.39  ‐7.14 

252  31.02  39.22  ‐8.20 

251  23.01  39.04  ‐16.03 

250  33.69  38.86  ‐5.17 

249  35.54  38.69  ‐3.15 

248  39.28  38.51  0.76 
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Appendix 5 – Comparison of Fisk 1944 maps to delineated levees. 

The following collection of maps is composed of overlaying the natural levee delineated 

with the GIS elevation model on top of Aerial Photography from 2010 National Agriculture 

Imagery Program (NAIP) and Harold Fisk’s 1944 Maps published in an US Army Corp of 

Engineers (USACE) report titled Geological Investigation of the Alluvial Valley of the Lower 

Mississippi River. The levee is symbolized as ‘above’ or ‘below’ the interpolated bankfull stage 

level between gaging stations.  This reference serves to distinguish fully developed from 

underdeveloped levees.  Levees that exist below bankfull elevation are considered 

underdeveloped and can exist as a result of channel migration into a depressed region, extreme 

flood events, or human modification such as cut-offs.  Levee that exist above the bankfull 

elevation are considered fully developed and can exist because of mature age, channel migration 

into an elevated plane, or man-made modifications to the levee system in the form of revetments. 

The Fisk 1944 maps provide geomorphic history to the context with mapping of historical 

channel patterns. Of particular interest are the mapped historical courses of the Mississippi River 

represented as stage 20 (1944 – Clear), 19 (1880 – Green), 18 (1820 – Blue), and 17 (1765 – 

Blue).  The aerial photography offers context to the geomorphic processes in the floodplain 

through interpretation of the visible landforms.  
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Legend to the Oversized Map series of Geological Investigation of the Alluvial Valley of the Lower Mississippi River (Fisk, 1944) 
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Appendix 6 – Comparison of Bank Full Stages 

The following charts show the comparison of bankfull stage in three different ways.  The 

first chart shows it compared to the interpolated bank-full stages between gaging stations as a 

function of river mile.  
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Appendix 7 – Stage-Duration Curves 

Stage duration curves are presented here compiled with gage reading spanning from 

1987-2010. Gaging information was obtained from the USACE website rivergages.com which 

keeps an historical record on an hourly basis.  Appendix 8 contains detailed information about 

the gages.  The stage is presented in feet and is referenced to NAVD 1929.  Time is presented as 

a percentage of hourly readings that are greater than the stage level.  This is due to the temporal 

resolution of the dataset of hourly readings.  The horizontal line represents the bankfull stage 

level at the gaging station.  
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Figure 42 - Stage Frequency Curve for Mississippi River at Baton Rouge Gaging Station 

The bankfull stage level at Baton Rouge gaging station is 35 feet.  This stage has a probability of 

5.1%.  
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Figure 43 - Stage Frequency Curve for Mississippi River at Natchez Gaging Station 

The bankfull stage level at Natchez, MS gaging station is 65.3 feet.  This stage has a probability 

of 5.8%.  
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Figure 44 - Stage Frequency Curve for Mississippi River near Knox Landing Gaging Station 

The bankfull stage level at Knox Landing gaging station is 50.5 feet.  This stage has a probability 

of 5.1%.  
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Figure 45 - Stage Frequency Curve for Mississippi River at Red River Landing Gaging Station 

The bankfull stage level at Red River gaging station is 48 feet.  This stage has a probability of 

11.5%.  
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Appendix 8 – Connectivity Inundation Models 

The following map series is a result of a longitudinal corss section approach of 

inundations based on the duration for the stretch of the lower Mississippi River. These maps are 

created for stage duration probabiltes, meaning that for any percentage of time, a stage is reached 

according to the dailiy dishcharge records for the gaging stations linerly interpolates as a 

funcation of river mile.  The first figure provides information about all the the different durations 

in a single graphic, then larger versions are provided.  Area inundated is the resulting area 

showing hydrological connectivity.  The percentage of inundatation is compared to the entire 

study reach. 
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Appendix 9 – Riparian Zones Created by Cut-offs and Embankments 

 

Figure 46 - Index 
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Appendix 10 – List of Gaging Stations in Study Area 

Mississippi River at Baton Rouge (01160)  
Stream Name: Mississippi River  Longitude: ‐91.20694444 

Gage Zero: 0 Ft. NGVD  Latitude: 30.42916667 

Flood Stage: 35 Ft.  River Mile: 228.4 

Location of Gage: On forebay wall of Port Allen Lock at river mile 228.4, natural flow affected by tides 
at low water.  Prior to 1975 gage zero was ‐0.52 ft NGVD29.   
 

Mississippi River near Knox Landing (01080) 
Stream Name: Mississippi River  Longitude: ‐91.58194444 

Gage Zero: 0 Ft. NGVD  Latitude: 31.07361111 

Flood Stage: 50.50 Ft.  River Mile: 313.7 

Location of Gage: Mile 313.7 on right bank at old levee about 3/4 mile downstream from inlet channel 
to Old River Lowsill Control Structure. Stage is affected by the diversion of water through the Old River 
Control Lowsill Structure. 
 

Mississippi River at Natchez, MS (15155) 
Stream Name: Mississippi River  Longitude: ‐91.43341200 

Gage Zero: 17.28 Ft. NGVD29  Latitude: 31.54401700 

Flood Stage: 48 Ft.   River Mile: 363.3 

Location of Gage: Located on the Natchez bridge at mile 363.3 
 

Mississippi River at Red River Landing (01120) 
Stream Name: Mississippi River  Longitude: ‐91.66444444 

Gage Zero: 0 Ft. NGVD  Latitude: 30.96083333 

Flood Stage: 48 Ft.  River Mile: 302.4 

Location of Gage: Spur dike on right bank at river mile 302.4.  Prior to 1975 gage zero was 3.49 ft 
NGVD29. 

  

Source: United States Army Corps of Engineers - Rivergages.com   
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Appendix 11 – Abbreviations 

AAG – Association of American Geographers 

ASPRS - American Society of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing 

BM - USGS Benchmark 

CADGIS Labs - Computer Aided Design & Geographic Information Systems Research 

Laboratory 

CSV – Comma Separated Values 

DEM – Digital Elevation Model 

DOQ – Digital Orthographic Quadrangle 

DOQQ - Digital Orthographic Quarter Quadrangle 

GIS – Geographic Information Systems 

GISc – Geographic Information Science 

IDW – Inverse Distance Weighting 

LA - Louisiana 

LiDAR - Light Detection and Ranging 

LBS - Location Based Services 

LSU - Louisiana State University 

MrSID - Multi-Resolution Seamless Image Database 

NAVD - North American Vertical Datum 

NED – National Elevation Dataset 

NGS – National Geodetic Survey 

NOAA – National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
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QAQC – Quality Assessment and Quality Control 

RADAR – Radio Detection and Ranging 

RMSE – Root Mean Square Error 

SONAR – Sound Navigation Ranging 

TIN - Irregular Triangulated Network 

TNRIS – Texas Natural Resources Information System 

US – United States 

USA – United States of America 

USACE - United States Army Corps of Engineers 

USGS – United States Geological Survey 

UT – The University of Texas at Austin 

WAAS - Wide Area Augmentation System 
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Appendix 12 – List of USGS Quads in Study Area 

 Angola, LA 

 Artonish, LA 

 Batechelor, LA 

 Baton Rouge, LA 

 Bayou Current, LA 

 Bayou Sara, LA 

 Big Bend, LA 

 Deer Park, LA 

 Fairview, LA 

 Ferriday South, LA 

 Ferriday, LA 

 Fordoche, LA 

 Hahnville, LA 

 Innis, LA 

 Kingston, LA 

 Lacour, LA 

 Locust Ridge, LA 

 Lowe Sunk Lake, LA 

 Monterey, LA 

 Moreauville, LA 

 Morganza, LA 

 Natchez, LA 

 New Roads, LA 
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 Odenburg, LA 

 Port Hudson, LA 

 Red Gum, LA 

 Saint Francisville, LA 

 Shaw, LA 

 Simmesport, LA 

 Solcum, LA 

 Sycamore Landing, LA 

 Turnbull Island, LA 

 Voorhies, LA 

 Walls, LA 

 Artnoish, MS 

 Buck Island, MS 

 Fort Adams, MS 

 Kingston, MS 

 Lake Mary, MS 

 Natchez, MS 

 Saint Francisville, MS 

 Sibley, MS 

 Woodville, MS 
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Appendix 13 – List of Figures Citied 

 Mississippi River at Natchez Gage box. USACE: 

http://www2.mvr.usace.army.mil/WaterControl/images2.cfm?sid=CE4103F4 

 Visualization of multiple LiDAR returns – ASPRS - https://www.e-

education.psu.edu/lidar/files/lidar/Figure_1_09.jpg 

 LiDAR Point Cloud of Six Flags Arlington – TNRIS 

https://www.tnris.org/sites/default/files/SixFlagsArlington_72dpi_1024x390.jpg 

 Airborne LiDAR System by Corinne Roughley and Colin Shell – University of Cambridge 

http://www.arch.cam.ac.uk/~cfa1001/loughcrew/lidardiagram.jpg 

 LiDAR Laser pulse returns. Karen Schuckman: https://www.e-education.psu.edu/lidar/
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